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Introduction. 
When i t  was d~scovered that the bony par ts  of fisn were built up 
In layers it was suggested that 11- mlght be possible to determine th? 
age of the specimen by counting these layers. In the case of the herring 
the Norwegian ~nvestlgators H j o r t, D a h 1, B r o c h have ltllade 
important ~nvestlgations on this su~bject at  the begin~ling of this century 
\: hlch led to the result that the scale was  selected for age deterininatlon. 
Subsequently an extens~ve collection of herring samples was organized. 
L e a has made f t~r ther  ftrndarnental invest~gations OII the method of 
age determ~natlon and on the structure of the scale. A s  L e a (19181 
mentions we have rio expermental proof of the fact that the so-called wintei- 
rings on the scales of the herring acfually are anriual rings. But, :is 
the obscrvat~ons en the Norwegian stock of herrings through several 
years ~ildlcate, Ihe stat~stical observations point so emphatically to the 
correctnes of i h ~ s  uppos~tion, that ~t wtll hardly seem possible to other- 
wise explain the regularity revealed by the observations. 
L e a had also the idea that, if in addition to counting the winter 
rings on the scales the d~s tance  between them IS measured, these 
measurements w ~ l l  enable us  {to calculate how each fish has grown from 
year [to year. L e a ~nclicated that there exists a clefi~lite conilect~orr 
between the growth of the scale and the growth of the flsh. 
The ~ t ~ t r o d u c t ~ o n  of the scale analysis in the herring investigations 
led not o111y to the cliscovery of .the great fluctuations In the numerical 
strength of the year classes but also insreased highly our understanding 
of the llfe history and migrations of the Nor\veglan Spring herring. 
The great work of J o h a n H j o r t (1914) on >>The Fluctuations in th? 
Great Fisher~es  of Norther11 Europee shows the llllportant results of  
the 111tens1ve work in the flrst years after the irlfroduct~on of the new 
methods. 
L e a who had an ir~tlrnate knowledge of the scale of ihe herring 
scon made the experience that fhe appearance of ihe wlnter rings varied 
in different ways. The rings fou i~d  rn a slt~gle scale &re rarely qurte 
?lilie and there IS a difference between the correspo~tdsrrg rlllgs In the 
scales of herrings from d~fferent watei-s. 
111 a short paper on the herring scale as a iertlficate of origin L e a 
(1929 I) atteinpts lo answer the question as  to what may be tlie reason 
\vhy the rings look differet~t. L c: a writes: .In general 11. may be said 
that the peculiarities that may be observecl on the scales of a herring, 
!r\k<n together, foritn a picture of the delseildetlce of the lierr~ng, i ts 
reaiiicrl to the et-ivtroilmerlt 111 which ~t has llved and wllicll it has passed 
thraug11 d u r ~ n g  the course of its Me.. . . . Vtewecl fro111 this angle the 
annual rlngs on tile scales rellect or become symptornatlc of the reactioi~ 
of !he herrlng to the antlually repeated changes 111 the ei~vironmerrt. . . 
A winter ring wrll under any circumstances be 3 sign oi stagnation i:a 
growth, similarly as a summer zone is a srgn of growth.<< L e a coil- 
cl~t~!eq thal iithe appearance of the r i i~gs,  the character of them, is 3 
conseqileilLe of the iufluence on the organrs~n, jtlst a s  was the breadth 
of the su.!lriier zone. The rings differ beca~rse the environinent difEered 
in the period when they were fortned.cc As a proof on the correctness 
of this assurnptioti L e a mentions that the rlngs are as  a rule sharper 
In the young herrings taliell In the fjords of Finnimarkei~ Lhan in the 
herrings talien at the southern part of the west coast. However, L e a 
does not document his opinion with a Large ~maierial but only touch 
upon the matter in the preliminary report previously ~metitiotled. 
While the age co~mposition ail~d rate of growth have been used by 
several investigators to character~ze herrrng froill /different localities, 
the study of the character of the wlnter rings have riot beeti utilszed 
for this purpose. It is, llowever, apparent thal  if the envirorlnlent >)marks,< 
the winter rings of the helrings in a lrnarlner cliaracteristic for a parti- 
cular locality one will here have a valuablle method to follow the later 
m~grations of these herrings. Unfortunately L e a retired fro111 tlie fisl~ery 
iilvestigattoils before he had made a systematical ~nvestigation of the 
method on a large material. 
From the year 1930 I have continued the Norwegran herring investi- 
gations. Observations on the fluctuations In the nulmerical strength of 
the year classes of the spring herring have been coiltinued in the saime 
manner as  in previous years. In the last five years a very large material 
of vertebral counts and growth measurements have also bee11 collected 
in order 10 study the llfe history )of the Norwegtan spring herring. 
These investigattons have been colmbined wrth observations on the 
s ~ ~ i w ~ l i n g  grounds in orcler to local~ze the spawning places along the 
Norwegian coast and the area of distribut~on of the pelagic larvae. 
Continual observations on the quarltitative distribution of the herring 
roe have been instituted on the spawning grounds by ~nearts of ihe 
bottom grab, and the hyclrograph~cal conditloi~s are likewise evarni~aed 
during the ~mniigration of the spawning shoals to the coast. 
While worklng with the scale anralysis I so011 understood that an 
analyslis of the character of the winter rings in the meaning of L e 3 
combined with growtll aild racial investigations would be of great 
value for the s t~ tdy  of the migrations of the Norwegian herring. While 
the number of vertebrae as a r ac~a l  character to a certain exteni can 
tell us  from which spawnlng gsoutlds the herrings orig~nate, the scale 
analysis inay glve us irtformatlon on the further fate of each individual, 
during its l ~ f e  cycle. 
In the present paper I give a treatise on llie analysis of the 
character of the winter rings, the growth and the bearing of these factors 
on the life history and migrations of the Norwegian spring herring. 
Chapter I 
Short review of the life history of the Norwegian spring 
herring and the hydrographical conditions in the area. 
We are to a great deal indebteci to J o h  a n H j o r t and his 
collaborators for our linowledge about the natural history of the Norwe- 
gian herring. H j o r t has  given a review of the results in the work 
from 1914 previously mec?:oned, and L e a (1921 11) has then strongly 
increased our knowledge through the discovery of the intermediate oceanic 
stage in the life history of the Norwegian herring. M y  Investigations 
cn the clistribution of newly hatched herring larvae (1934 11) have 
furthermore shown that the spawning of the herring is not limited to 
the well linowri spawning places at  the west coast orlly but also extends 
to more northern localities than previously supposed. Spawning takes 
place aiong the entire coast at least a s  far north as  Lofoten and Vester- 
?den. Ally racial investigations (1933, 1935, 1936) have also indicated 
the existence of different spawning comrnur~ities along the coast. In CI 
paper on the growth of the Norwegian herring also 0 t t e s t a d (1934) 
is of the opinion that the type of growth definitely indicates the 
evistence of two Norwegian herring stocks, a southern and a northern 
m e ,  in agreement with my results. 
I will here sketch the mail1 features in the life history of the 
Norwegiail herring ~nairtly based on the description by L e a (1929 11) 
but with addition of the results of later i~lvestigations on this subject. 
The herring spawns along the whole Norwegian coast a t  least a s  
far north a s  Lofoten and Vesterilen, but the most intensive spawning 
probably takes place at  the southwesterll part  of the coast, the so calleci 
nspring herring district<<. As regards the age cornpositloll there can be 
recognized twc cor~tingents of herrings immigrating to the spawning 
places. The contingent of older herrings which have spawned in previous 
years is encountered by the fishermen some distance off the coast and 
some time before they are ready io spawn. The herrlngs in this stage 
are cal~lecl >>large herring<< a t ~ d  were for~merly !mainly caught off the M0re 
coast anid the sottthern part of the Tr0ndelag coast. This region was 
Fig I .  
therefore called the >>large herring district((. 111 later years, however, 
the greatest large herring fishery has take11 place off the coast betweell 
Bergen and Stat (coampare the chart fig. 1).  When the herrings have 
arrived at the spawning grounds and are ready to spawn they are 
called )>spring herring.(( The second contingent arrives usually at the 
t n d  of the spawning season. This group 1s composed of youilger ind:- 
viduals which spawn for the flrst time and are therefore by L e a called 
,recrarl spawners(\. 
The main spawning time IS February and March, but spawning 
can, however less exteilslvely, also take place in first half of April. The 
young herring fry are observed along the whole coast to the most 
northern part of Norway, but we do not linow exactly to what extent 
the different spawnitlg places contribute to the production oE these fry. 
I t  is probable ihat some of the fry found in the northern Norway have 
been transported by currents from more southern spawning grounds. 
The small hernng, which at the end of ~ t s  flrst year of llfe are 
calletl ))mussacc and in the second year .>bladsild<c, seein to develop In 
the fjords and coastal waters without urtdertalilrig any exterislve migra- 
tlons. Accord~ng to L e a and 0 t t e s t a d the small Iterring have a 
slower growlh rate it1 the northern part of Norway than at the west coast 
111 its third year of llfe the herrlnng d~sappears  from the west coasi. 
In rlortherr~ Norway, l~owever, the m a n  part of the herring remains 
in the coastal waters and constitutes and essent~al part of the fat herring 
shoals. In the fourth o r  fifth v e x  of life also the herrings In nor~hern  
Norway disappear, but the age at whlch the young herring leaves the 
coastal waters seems here to vary. 
When the herring leaves the coast ~t adopts an oceanic mode of llie 
and the developmeni of sexual products begins. The dunt ion  of the 
cceat~ic stage may vary from one to three years, and the age ab which 
they reappear as recrult spawners on the spawning grouncls varies from 
three to about seven pears. 
L e a means that the slight informatioil which we possess points to 
the region north-east of the Faroe Islands as a posslble central ared 
for the oceanic group of young herring and L e a  appclrently supposts 
that herr i~lg from the whole coast frequents this area In the ocealnc stage. 
This was in good accorclarlce with the assumption of a slngle spawtling 
community, viz. the spawning taking place at the west coast of Norway. 
From the discovery of spawni~ig shoals in northern Norway I must 
assume that herri~lgs develop to maturity also in more northern regions, 
and the Russian i~lvestigator S. A w e r I ri z e w (1935) has recenliy 
observed ocealllc young herring of Norwegian origin in the Rarenlts Sen. 
When the her r~ngs  have spawned on the coastal banlis they seem 
+ -  ,lnrlertake very extensive migrations 111 the Norwegian Sea. Large 
herrings have been found during the su~nrrter off Bear Islarld and Spitz- 
bergen in the North and along the northern edge of tile North Sea 
plateau and off Faroe Islands In the South, and they car1 migrate across 
the great oceanic deep between Norway and Jan Mayn (camp. S. R it n 11- 
s t r o m  1936). 
We have seen that the Norwegian herrir~g spawns and grows up 
l~long the entire Norwegian coast and 11 is obvious that the young herring 
must live unlder rather d~ss i~ni la r  condglt~ons for instance at the west coast 
and at the remotest parts of northern Norway, 
As regards the hydrographical conditioris we f i~ id  along ihe No:- 
weglan coast two water masses of different origin (fig. 11, page 89) 
narnely Atlanttc water, with salinrties above 35,O yo, and coastal water 
w ~ t h  salinlt~es below 35,O "/,,,, (H e 1 I a n d - H a n s e n and N a n s e Ii 
1909). The h t l an t~c  water passing tilrough the Faroe-Sl~etland Channel 
and the opening between the Faroes :~ncl Iceland advances through the 
eastern part of the Norwegia~l Sea a s  the Norwegian Atiant~c Current. 
The coastal water is on the whole mov~rlg along the coast of Norway, 
as a cont~nuat~on  of the Baltic Current, from the Skagerali t o  the Barents 
Sea. The Atlantic water in the fjords and over the continental shelf is 
always covered by the coastal water. 
The spawning and the growth of the you~lg in~inature herring takes 
piace in the coastal water whereas the development of the gonads of 
both the oceclnic young herring as well '1s of the older i~~clividuals in the 
interim between spawning perrods apparently talkes place in Atlantx 
\bVater. 
The salinity of the coastal water is, according to H e 1 1  a n d - 
H a n s e n and N a n s e 11 on the whoie ~ncreasing along the rout ~lortir- 
wards owing to intermixing with the Atlantic water. Of the same reason 
the coastal water has salinities whtch constantly increase frolm the shore 
seawards. The temperatures of the intermediate strata of the coast,~l 
water vary very much along the coast, T h ~ s  is according to H e I1 a n d - 
H a n s e n and N a n s e 11 chiefly clue to the o r ig~n  of the waters and 
the encounter with other waters. -The waters of the Baltic Current are 
cooled to a low temperature in wintcr, and the intermedtate temperature 
found in the Skagerack In hiray is very much lower {ha11 farther to the 
west and tlorth, where the cooling in winter js much less, owing to the 
effect of the Atlantic water in the Norwegian Sea.<< 
Figur 2 deinontrates the distr~bution of the temperature in the 
intermediate strata of he coastal water along the Norwegian coast in 
spring based on obser.\iations carrted out by the Directorate of Fishery 
with the MIS )>Johan FIjortic in 1932. We see that the teenperature 
increase slightly along the west coast and reach a rnaximu~n in the 
area north O F  Alesund which is in accordance with the fact poi~lted out 
by Ff e 1 I a 11 d - H a n s e n and N a n s e 11, viz. that the coast north of 
Stat is approached nearer by the Atlantic Current than the other parts 
of the coast. 
Further north the temperature decreases continually and the lowest 
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Fig. 3. 
values are found on the Murman Eank. There are thus rather great 
differences in the conditions of temperature at the west coast and for 
Instance at Fintl~mark and in the Barents Sea. 
Fig. 3 demonstrates the continual rise in temperature and salinity 
in  the intermediiate strata fro111 the coast seawards based on a hydro- 
graphical section carried out by the MIS >> Johan Hjortcc in March 1924 
from the southern part of Lofoten to the continental slope. At the 
outermost station 117 the water represents Atlantic water with salinity 
above 35,O '/,,. 
It is thus apparent that the young herring which lives in the coastal 
wales can grow up u ~ ~ d e r  rather varying conditions along the Norwegian 
coast. The herring will also encounter quite different surrounding coil- 
ditiorls when they migrate from the coastal m t e r  into the open ocean 
Chapter 2. 
Analysis of the character of the winterings on the 
scale of the Norwegian herring. 
I will in the following make a systematical analysis of the character 
of the winter rings on a large material in order to determirre if the 
differing appearance of the r ~ n g s  can be conrlected w ~ t h  the various 
localities a t  which the herring grows up. If this is the case ~t 1s reason- 
able to assume that the varylng surrounldi~lg conditions in the area, 
the existens of which was lde~nonstratecl i11 Chapter 1, influence the 
character of the rings. Nature has  then carried out a ))marking(: 
experiment on a large scale which car1 be utilized in the study of th: 
life history a n d  migrations of the herring. 
The appearance of the w ~ n t e r  rings belongs to those characters 
which cannot be exprssed  by exact figures in contrary 'lo characters as  
for instance age, growth rate and number of Vertebra. One must there- 
fore try to find out if there exist def~nite types of rlngs which can be 
described and (defined, and IC herring Irolm different localities can be 
class~fied according to  these ring types. The classification into differen1 
ring types will of course to a certai11 degree be attached to the subjective 
elements in experience arid there w~ill be a greater or less number of cases 
where the decision must be based more or less upon perso~lal judgment. 
It is therefore of great importance in such investigations to have a good 
experience in the peculiarities of ibe scale by long contir-iued observattori. 
The D~rectorate of Fishery, Bergen, has every year collected :t 
large material of herring samples representing various stages of Jife 
From each herring have been talien scales w h ~ c h  are mounted on object 
slides with data or1 length, sex, rlpeness of gonads etc. and we have 
now records of many thousandls scales representing a c o n t ~ ~ ~ u o u s  series 
from 1907 up to the present year. Thls material has b e x  utrlis~zed fo; 
age- anld growth determ~nations but gives of course also a rich materiai 
for the study of the present problem. 
The analysis of the character of +he winter rings, presented in this 
paper, colmprises a material of about 14 000 herrings, and all the 
estiimation~s of the riri~g types are carried out by imyself. I have, however, 
ofiten confronted my estimations with estimations on the same material 
carrield out by my assistent T h. R a s m u s s e n, who has many years 
experienoe in scale reading, and I have on the whole found a good 
accordance in the readings thus made by two observers. 
As  the first step in the investigation one ought to choose a stage 
it1 the life history of the herrlng when the herring is stationary at the 
different growth places along the coast and before they have begun 
greater migrations. Such a stage is represented by the small herring. 
As  the herrings in fhe f ~ r s t  summer of llife have not yet got a winter 
ring 011 the scale I will begln with herring in the second year of life, 
the so called >)bladsild<<. These have the first summer zone and the first 
winter ring co~mpletely developed and the second sumtner zone com- 
menced. Then the character of the new winter rings in  the additional 
stages will be analysed. 
Small herring, 
The herrings in !Is second year of life are as  i)bladsild<< taken by the 
fishermen along the whole coast of Norway and it is therefore possible 
to get a representative material from all the various growth places in 
corthern as  well as in southern Norway. 
L e a (1929 I)  has made the experience that the scales on Ihe young 
herring from northern Norway have rings which as a rule are slaarpljr 
defined, whilst herring from the southern part of the west coast have 
scales with (more vaguely defined rings. L e a (1920 11) ililusdrates the 
nature of the distinguishing peculiarities in photographs of two scales 
which, in Plate I figures 1 and 2, are reproduced frorn the paper by 
L e a. Fig. I represents a scale iron1 a young herring capturegd in fhe 
corthern Norway and fig. 2 one from a herring from the west coast. 
The scales have the first sunlmer zone and the first winter ring cleveloped 
and have nearly completed the second years sulmrmer zone. L e a has  
termed these two different scale types >>northern<< and )isoutherncc, but 
has not published any rnaterial to demolistrate the distribution of 
these types. 
After studying a large material of young herring I must agree wirlr 
Lie a a s  to the correciness of his view. The two types of scales are ;as 
a rule very well distinguished. 
Table I. Small herring l V 2  years old (Bladsild). 
S = .SouihernU N = .Northern" scale type. 
District 
S ' N S N 
1 I 
Finnmark . . . . . . . . - - 1 1 8 0 ' -  1 80 
looJ/o 
Trorns . . . . . . . . . . . - - I 5  379 38 4 3 6  53 815 I - I 3,8O,o 96,2'/0 1 8,0°, 91,9°/o 6 , 1 ° / V 3 3 , 9 0 / o  1 
Nordland . . . . . . . . - - 11 69 12 144 58 409 8 1 622 
- 
14,S010 86,3O/o 1 7,740 , 92.3'1' 12,4O,'o 87,690 11,5°,~ 88,5OI0 
Trondelag . . . . . . 33 58 - 33 58 
i 
36,3O/o 63,7O/o 36,3O/o 63,TG o 
More. . . . . . . . . . . . 75 141 25 20 77 191 177 
15,lQ/o 20,6O/0 79,4O/o 5 1 ,OO/o 48,1°, c 
Sogn 8r Fjordane - 168 168 22 
88,4010 1 1,6O1 
Hordaland . . . . . . . 60 1351 108 
42,6','0 7,4','0 
111 table 1 1 have give11 the results of an artalysis of about four 
thousand young herritlgs in ~lts seconld year of life captured In different 
years and in different localities. The most representative inaterial is from 
the year 1933. The material has been arranged according to the districts 
along the coast from the north eastern part of Norway to the southern 
part of the west coast (collnpare the chart fig. 1). N and S in the table 
means >)northerner and *southern<< types. 
Looking on the total material in the right column of the table one 
will find that in the tnost northern part of Norway, Finntnarken, all 
the young herrings have )\northerncc scaletypes. In the more southern 
parts of Northern Norway, Troms and Noadland, about 90 "0 also arc 
of northern type. In  the southern part of the west coast, Hordaland--- 
Hogalallld, however, Illore thtin 900!11 of the young herrings have a 
winter ring of the >)southerncc type and about the sa~nle is toulld in the 
inore t~orthern part of the west coast, Sogn and Fjordane. In the inter- 
mediate area between northern Norway and the west coast, the Msre- 
T r ~ n d e l a g  slistrict, one finds the two types more equally mixed. 
Fram this aiialysis ~t 1s apparent that the i>northerncc type of wlnter 
nngs  are formed in the coastal waters of northern Norway and th? 
, southernr< type at the west coasl. Probably through rnigratio~ls of the 
young herring a certain ~ntermtxture of the two types can take place 
which is most pronounced In the ~ntermedlate area between northern 
Korway and the west coast. 
1 will in the following desig~late the young herring with one winter 
ring- as  N, and S, which means that the herring has one winter rlng of 
respectively >>northetn<< and nsoutherncr coastal type. 
Fat herring. 
As mentioned in Chapter I the herri~lgs disappear from the west 
coast in its third year of life. In  norther^^ Norway the Inaiii part of the 
herring senlains in the coastal water through a varying nuinber of years 
and are here caught a s  fat herring. Accordiing to L e a (1929 IX), 
however, not all the herrings in thelr thlrd year in the North remain 
lieas the coast, but a portilon of them adopts all oceailic lnocle of life. 
111 the succeeding year either all the k e r n ~ l g  call disappear or the sarne 
thing cat1 happen a s  in the previous year, I. e. that some leaves, whlle 
others stay. 
The age distributron 1~1  the fat herritlg sampIes cat1 thus vary con- 
siderably and the fat herring f~sheries ~ ~ z u s t  therefore undergo great 
fluctuations, both as regards quatltity as  well as  the size of the herring. 
L e a (1929 11) writes: uFttrther, the results tend to strengtheti the 
lmpresslon g1ve1i by the s t a t~s t~cs  of the Norweglaii herrmg fisheries, 
namely that the presence of the large >>fat Iierr~ng<< In the coastal waters 
and in the .fjords ouglit not to be loolied upor] a s  something which may 
be expected every year. It looks more as if the socalled >>large fat herring 
years<( occur when the oceanic group of lieuring, or port~ons of them, 
are  driven to the coast as  consecluence of circtinlstances, which a t  the 
present ~rnornellt are un,known, or when the clepartttre from the coast in 
order to talie up an oceanic ex~stence is, so to speak, clelayed.<{ 
0 t 1 e s i a cl (1934) is also of the oplnloli that the fat herring stocli 
ii? the coastal water (may be of a complex nature in the sense of beiiig 
composecl of both coastal h e r r ~ n g  and of ilmmigratrrig oceanic herring. 
Also at the west coast, where as a rule no fat herring fisheries 
occur, fa t  herring shoals can be fotttid more occaslo~lally probably 
conseqt~ential of i~lii i l igrat~o~l from the ocean. 
I a  table 2 (page 24) 1 have given the results of the analysis of 
immature small ancl fat herring ,frolm the coastal water arraiiged 
according t o  locality of capture in three reglons: the west coast (Roga- 
land, Hordaland, Sogn and Fjordane), the M~re -Tr~nc l e l ag  ancl th? 
northern Norway (Norclland, Troims, F~tinmarlieti) . The material repre- 
sents the summary of observatlo~ls 011 saiillsles from some differe~lt years. 
In nature the sriiall herring in their second year of life (bladsild) ofteii 
form pure shoals unlin~xed with other year grottps bul they can also 
be founcl lnixecl ejther wit11 herrings in their f ~ r s t  year (mussa) or will1 
fat herring. The ~materiall of >>blaclsilrl<< in the table is taliell ma~illy 
from pure shoals in the autvrnn wlieii the herring had reached an age 
of about I$$ year. The shoals of fat herring in the present material are 
coimposed of ind1\7icluals of different age, fro-tit the west coast 2112-3' 2 
years, from the Mare-Tronclelag 2y2-4y2 years ancl froni ~rorthern 
Norway 21/2-51;2 years. 
In table 2 are represented thus young iimmature herrings froni 
coastal waters with one lo five winter rings on the scale. 
I will at first discuss the appearance of the winter rings and the11 
.the distr~butioti of the different scale types in the various regions. 
As previously nieritioned one finds 'that the >>bladsild<r with 011.. 
~liiilter ring on the scale represents two different types clesignatecl ;is 
S, and N, with respectively one >>southern<< and >>~iorther~l<< coastal 
\\liiiter ring. The 21/2 years old herrings are ill the third veri~cal co~lumn 
oi' table 2 uticler the heacl >>Scale type<< represented by fotrr different 
scale-types. 
The two types desig~iated as S, and N2 have winter rings of exactly 
the same appearance as the types S, and N, the o~i ly difference being 
tlqat now two winter rings are fornied instead of one. The identicc!? 
appearance of the t w o  rrr-rgs 111 each scale type seetiis to indicate that 
the herring has lived un~cler the same cond~tions i11 the two winters when 
the rings were Sol-med. 
A s  regards the two types cleslgnated as  S , -, and N I -, the first 
inner winter rings IS of Ihe i?sotrtherncc or ??northerrtcr coastal type 
respectively. The seconcl ral~g IS, however, of the same appeal-ance tn 
both scale types ancl represents a quite new type which can1101 he 
~dentified with the rtngs formerly found. 
Especially it1 ihe scale type N , , the cl~ssilmilarity between the 
first sharp ?>northern<c r lng a~icl the outer ring of the new type is  very 
pronounced. The ouler n n g  1s broacler and more unc1efi:led a s  if clrawtl 
with chalk and rernincls of the winter rings or1 the scale of herring from 
Irish waters a s  ctescnbed by L e a (1929 I) .  The fig. 1, Plate I11 
illustrates the difference between the >>northertlcr coastai rings ancl the 
ring of the new type. 111 this case we find three inner sharp  ??northern 
ri~lgs,< atlcl a fourth less ~cl~efitlecl outer ring ( N  , --, ), but ~t is difficult 
to  illustrate the chc.,ractenst~c feature of the ring in a photograph. The 
difference between the ??southerrt<c coastal ring an~d the outer r ing of the 
new type is less apparent, but the difference is  enough pro~lounced to 
allow a separation of the two types of rings. While the vague~ly defined 
?\southern<< coastal rt~lg frequently 1s coimposed of several thin lines and 
present the appearatlce of double or manifolcl rings the other type mostly 
evhibits a more well ldef~ned ring, but with a broacl ushadow<c. The 
latter scale-type is illustrated 111 fig. 1, Plate I1 (S , ). 
When one iiow will try to form an op~ilioii of where this ring of 
the new type have been fortned, a ~ i d  which was not present in  the 
,?bladsild<r it is an obviotrs conclusion that this ring has been formed 
in another area that1 Che coastal rings. I t  is then near a1 hand to think 
of the open ocean and assume that this ring has been formed under 
Atlantic conclitions. A proof on the correctness of this view will be given 
in the a~ialysis of the rec ru~t  spawners. This is alslo in good accordance 
with the suppostl~on t~le~lt~onecl above that the fat herring shoals are  
composecl of coastal and ocearllc herring. i will1 therefore call this new 
type of wlnter ric.9 ??oce;tnicc( The s~nlilar appearatice of the ?ioceanlc 
rings at the west coast wtth those 111 northern Norway in coiltrast to the 
, coastal<< rings also spealis for the su l~pos i t~on  that they are forriled In 
Atlantic water wliere the co~lciltions are more constant in the whole area 
than in the coastal water. 
The types S , +, and N -, would thus accorcli~ig t o  the above 
~nterpretation of tile ring types mean that the herrings have livecl ir i  
southern or northern coastal waters during their first winter, then they 
have migrated into the open ocean ancl llvecl uncles Atlantic co~lditions 
during their second w~nter.  At the end of the second summer they have 
immigrated to the coastal water. The herring of the types S1  and M, 
have lived both winters in the coastal water. 
When the young herring IS character~zed by scales wlth ?)southern 
coastal<<, >>northern coastal<( anid >>oceanlccc winter rings one may expect 
in he r r~ngs  w ~ t h  1-6 winter rmgs 42 drfferent comblnatiot~s of these 
three types of rings as shown In the presenl schedule. From table 2 
cne sees that all the supposed scale types are realized 111 nature in 
herring with 1-3 rings on the scale. Young herrlng older than four 
years with only ?>southern coastal(< winter rlngs are seldolm found, and 
the highest number of this type of rings met with in the material is three 
ones. The ,>northern coastal<( rings are, however, represented by n 
number of up to six rings on the scale. The highest number of >>oceanic'/ 
rings counted on one scale is three, but the most common is one or two. 
This is In good accordance with the supposition by 1, e a that the 
young herring leaves the coastal1 water earher at the west coast than in 
northern Norway and that the oceanlc stage lasts from one to three years. 
I will in the following discuss the distribution of the dl~iferent scale 
types in the fat herring shoals from the three regions, the West coast, 
the Msre-Trondelag and Northern Nlorway as show11 111 table 2 
(page 24). 
As already ~lze~l t~oned the herrings with olle wlrrter ring a t  the west 
coast are represente~d by abottl 92 Ole of irld~~viduals wlth  southern 
coastal(< ring, and in northern Norway by 92 (I10 of lncliv~duals with 
>>northern coastal<( nng .  At More-Trsndelag both types are about 
equally represented. 
In the fat herring shoals from the west coast one flnds among the 
herrlngs w ~ t h  two w ~ n t r r  rlngs 81 010 w ~ t h  one or two ))southern(< sings 
(S total) and aimorig the herrlngs in the fourth year of l ~ f e  with three 
w1ntt.r r lngs 69 % wrth ))southern(c scale type. The rest of the herrlngs 
has  one or more ))northern coastal(< rings on the scale. The mater1,ll 
shows thus an Increasing relativ number of ~northerncr scale-type wtth 
111creaslr1g age whlch seems to lndlcate an im~rn~gra t~on  of herring of 
imore northern orlgln into the fat herrlng shoals a t  the west coast. 
The malorlty of the fat herrlng at the west coast have scales w ~ t h  
one or Iwo ocearjic rlngs lndlcatlng that they have adopted ail oceanic 
mode of l ~ f e  which may (have taken place 111 the seconcl or thlrd year 
of life. Due to the certaln c~rcuinstances they have now again appeared 
at the coast. I t  cannot be declided ~f the herrlngs w ~ t h  coastal rings only 
(SL, N1 and S,, N,) have remalned the whole time In coastal water or 
have jlolned the other herrflngs 111 the open sea in thelr last sutmlner of 
life ancl then immigrated to the coast In company with the ))oceantc< 
I-icrr~n~g in the autumn. A s  regards the herrlngs of northern origin, 
however, ~t must be supposed that they have left the northern coastal 
waters In the last summer and jo~necl the southern fat herring shoals. 
In northern Norway the herrlngs 21.1 years of age have about the 
same relatlve number of ))northern(< and )>southerncc types as  the one 
year younger ))blaclsil~de. The relatlve numiber of herrlngs wlth one or 
iwo i)north~erncr wlnter rings IS about 90 O/o. 
Of the orlglnal types in the zbladslld<< (N,  and S,) some herrlngs 
111 the third year of l ~ f e  have got one oceanlc rlng ( N  -, anid S , ), 
but ihe majortty has  remalned In the northern coastal water also 111 the 
S ~ C O I I ~  winter (N1). The individuals of the type S2 must have emigrated 
froin? more southern parts of the coast In the t h ~ r d  summer In the same 
manner a s  the )>bEads~lcl<~ of the type S, was supposed to have migrated 
northwards In the seconid sumimer. 
Ainong the herrlngs 3'/r years old 111 the northern fat herrlng shoals 
the f ~ s h  w ~ t h  ))southern<< scaletypes have decreased and the >northerncc 
iypes have here a relat~ve value of about 97 O/o. Of the 2'2 years old 
h s h  with two northern coastal rlilgs ( N 2 )  some has now got an >)oceaixccc 
r ~ n g  (N , + , ) but the major part has remained 111 the coastal water 
cllso 111 the thil-d wlnter ( N , ) .  In the fifth year of life the flsb with 
i.southern<c scale-types have pract~cally dlsappearecl from the northern 
shoals and the 51. years old herrtng In northern Norway col~sisl or' 
4 0 0 ° / o  >>northern<< types. The most of these her-r~ngs have lived 111 t l ~ e  
coastal water in a11 the five wi~lters (N  ) .  Herrings more than 31 2 yeaIs 
of age in fat  herrlng shoals are, however, rather ~ilfrequent and are only 
tou i~d  111 more northern waters and here not regularly each year. 
At the coast of Aif~re--Tr~ndelag, where >)blaclsild<< of ~northern.c 
and ?)southern<< types were equally represented, one find that tbt 
) iiortherricr types also increase with increasrng age anel the 4' Li years 
o:cl herrings are coliiposed of almost oilly ~)northerncc types. The most 
of these herrings have got one or two ?)oceanic<< rlilgs which iildicatc 
iliat they have inacie Illore extensrve 1iligrations in the ocean 
On  basis of the proof glveil by the analysis of the ))bIadslldc that 
:be ??~?orthern<< riilgs are forri~ed in the coastal water of riortheril Norwrty 
a i ~ d  the ~sotttherncc rings at the west coast, and of the prelimi1lar~7 
assulnption that the ?>oceanic<< rlrlgs are  fortlied 111 the Atlantic n~a te r  
of the open sea, we call thus read the fate o f  each r~ldiv~dual  111 the fat 
herritlg shoals. 
We have seen that the youilg herr l t~g leave the coastal water at 
various stages of age. At the west coast they dissappear as  a rule after 
the first and secorlcl witster and fish wrth three i?sottthern coastal<< wlilter 
rlngs are selctolll encountered. I11 the northerii Norway they 11lap leave 
the coastal water ln the second to  Ihe sixth o r  seventh year of llfe. In 
ihe first period of oceanic life sorllc of the herrings rnc?y rema~n not far 
froill the origi~lal growth places at the coast and can in certaitz seasons 
of the year lrninigrate t o  the coast a ~ i d  participate in the formation O F  
the coastal fa t  herriisgs shoals. Others of the oceanic herriilg may 
carry out more extended migrations and ill (his manner herring of 
northern origln can join southern shoals of young herriilg 
The oceanic intermediate stage. 
Already G. 0. S a r s  (1873) found that the coastal fat herring 
represents the young immature stage in the life history of the Nor- 
wegian herring stock and which develop t o  ~rrature spring herring. 
When the method of age determinatiotl was liiltroduced in the herring 
investigations this assuinption of S a r s was  confir~ned. 111 the first 
period of investigations it was  supposed that the transition frottr 
immature fat herring t o  mature sp r i~ lg  herring was  direct and of shorl 
duration. L e a soon recognized, however, that this assu~nptioll did not 
harnlonize 1vel1 with the observat~oris on agP, length ant1 the growth 
hiistory of the two groups. L e a (1929 11) writes: ))The fact that the 
individuals composing the shoals of young herring present along the 
coast are too young, too si~lall and too little sexually developed for the 
; cci uit spawners to be derived directly therefrom, cannot be properli, 
understood save by assuming that the recruit spawt~ers come from 
group of the Norwegian race of herring, which is neither usually 
observed 110s gives rise to a coastal fishery. The cotlception that tl-ie 
herring during their develol~~~letlt  to sexual maturity pass through an 
oceartic i~lternlediate stage arose as  a natural consecluence of the 
~~bservatiotlscc. 
By comparii2g aoct combining observations 011 the adalt s!,awnin,g 
herring a~lci the i111111at~tre fat herring 1- e a cotllcl in 1924 clraw up :t 
description of the characleristic features of the herring in the inter- 
riiediate stage before a single sail~ple of herring from the supposed 
oceanic group had been subjected to examination. 
Not till the surnrner of 1927 L e a  got  an  occasion t o  lliake 1i1015 
complete observations. >>Along the coast in the neighbourhoocl of Bey- 
gen various herrirlg appeared which the fishermen had difficulty in 
classifyirig atlloiigst their )~~ortscc of herriiig. For  the lime and place 
the herr i r~g were large and the condition of sexual organs varied greatly 
fronl herring to  herringcc. A.n atialysis of samples fro111 these shoals 
showed that the herring- had those very featttres which were to be 
expected if  the premisses and assumptions as  to the ocea~lic stage were 
correct and the existence of this phace in the life history of the herring 
was thus confirmecl. 
Throt~g11 the herring was found close to the coast L e a assumed, 
owir?g tcr the inh-equent occurrence of this group of herring in thc 
coastal waier, that they regularly are distributed in the open ocean. 
In the vertical COIUI~YII farthest to the right in table 2 1 have given 
the results of the analysis of the scale types of herring in the oceanic 
intert-i~edlate stage. The m~te r i a l  co~riprises samples from 1927 conlpleled 
with samples from shoals which occasionc?lly h a x  appeared at the west 
coast in later years. 
From the table one Ei~lcl as  t o  the age composition at1 apparerti 
difference between the shoals of herring in the oceanic intermediate siagc 
and the ynung herring corn:notlly met with at the west coast. As 
mentioned before the ilnmature herrings in the southern coastal water 
represent rather young age groups. The group of herring in the inter- 
mediate stage, however, is coinposed of six age groups representing an 
age fro111 1% to  614 years ancl reniincls in this respect of the shoals 
of northern fat herring. 
In regard t o  the scale types one fir~ds in the intermecliate staqe the 
s;lnle types a s  in the fat herring shoals represet?ting herrings wit!? 
southern o r  northern origin which have lived one to three years in th? 
ocean o r  which not till the last sumnler have left the coastal waters. 
'To lay stress on the oceanic inode of life in the aefinitioii of this g ~ o u p  
of herring and call thein >>oceanic(< youilg herring in coritrast to the 
coastal fat herring as  often made by L e a is not very striking. As \sic 
Table 2.  
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have seen the fat herrlng shoals lrnay also be co,mposed of )ioceanlc<< 
zncl >\coastal<< herring. 
I will therefore lay n ~ o r e  stress on the term i n t e r 111 e d I a t e, also 
il~troduced by L e a ,  a s  at1 expi-essiort of the fact that this group forms 
a tra~isitiot~ary stage between the youilg irnnlature herring and the 
mature spring herring. 
I will now in the following show that the group of hei-ring iin 
the oceanic ~ntermediate stage is composed ill a very characteristic 
manner as  regards the relative ilutllber of the different scale types in 
each year group. 
The 11/! and 2l,$ years old herring coiitains mainly fish of southern 
origi11 with one o r  two >>southern coastal<< winter rings. The relative 
number of )souther11 <<and ~>nortliern<< types is about the same as in ths 
correspo~-idiilg age groups of the young herring fro111 the west coa:t as 
see11 in the colurn~l farthest to the left of table 2. 
The 3!4 years olcl herrings are represented by an equal nurnber o i  
)\souLhei-II<< and ~>northernr~ types thus differitig from the colil~positiol~ 
of the correspo~i~clin~g year class of the fat herring from the west coast 3s 
well as  from norther11 Norway. There has in the intermediate stage 
apparently taliell place a more extensive intermixing of herring of 
southern and northern origin, lhan what is the case in the fat herring 
shoals. 
The 455 to 5116 years old herring represent pear groups which in 
the fat herring shoals were only present it1 northern Norway. These year 
groups have also a cotllposition as  regards the scale types very similar 
t o  that of the corresponcling age groups of the fat herring in norther11 
Norway. 111 the 41h years old fish the  norther^^<< types are domiriating 
and the 5:L2 years old fish are all of >)northern<< type. Also the group ot 6 ? ~  
years old fish is exclusively represented by individuals with the rings 
of )>northern coastal<< type. This year group is not represented in mv 
material of fat herring from tlorthern Norway, but herrings of this age 
have been observed i l l  norther11 coastal water in certain years. 
Fro~in the analysis of the scale types it is thus apparent that tlz? 
group of herring in the oceanic intermediate stage in the southern area 
is composed of Lwo contirigeiits of different origin. 
The one contingent which co~isists of younger fish tnainly of an agi: 
from 21/5 to 31h years has grown up at the west coast. The other contin- 
gent which have tiligrated southwards froin northern Norway, is mainly 
representeid by 31/2 to 47,$ years old fish but also by a smaller lluinber 
of o~llder fish. 'These results agree very well with the analysis of this 
group by Il. e a (1929 11). L e a is, however, of the opinion that the 1% 
year olcl herring represents a n  adinixture to the ocea~lic group i11 the 
coastal water where the samples have been talien. My analysis of the 
recruit spawrlers shows, however, that one must expect a small vl~t~nber 
of this year group in the oceanic lnter~ilediate stage. 
It is ev~clent from the analysis given In table 2 that one ~ z ~ u s l  assume 
that herring of the same age ancl of the same scale type are split up in at 
least two groups. The one group occurs 11-1 the fat herring shoals it1 the 
coastal water. The herring of this g r o t ~ p  can have remainecl in the coastal 
water or have migrated into the ocean but not farther than tlzat they inore 
c.r less regularly it1 certa~ll seasons of the year take part in the forrnat~olr 
cf the coastal fat herring shoals. The other group contains more developed 
fish ;vhlcit have migratec! rrltcr the ocean whrrc they in t!le period of  
i t ~ c  ocran~c  intertnecliate stage undergo the process of maturing. 1: 
see~ns that the herring fronl the west coast reach thtt stage of rnaturing 
a: an  earlier ape th2n the herring I i r  ncrthern Nor~vay.  These two 
cont~ngents mix in the open sea and foriz~ slzoals of very characterisltic 
features as t o  age and slze and co i~~pos i t~on  of scale types. In regard 
to ths sexual clevelopment of the fish in the i~~ter~uecliate stage analysecl 
in table 2 the hel-r~ngs were 1101 so far cleveloped that one can expect 
 hem to take par! in the spawning next spring follo\ving the sulntiler 
when they were caugllt. The shoals represent apparently an  early phase 
iiz the intermediate stage and one may therefore expect that these her- 
rings will reinain a secorld year In the oceatl before they appear at the 
coast as recruit spawners. If t h ~ s  asstitnption is correct all these herrings 
must get a new winter ring in addition t o  those now present bel'orc 
they spawri and as the herrings in this stage live in the open sea this 
winter ring must be of >>oceaniccc type. 
Recruit spawners. 
The young rllature herrings, wlzich come to  the coast in order to  
spawn for the first time, are by E e a called recruit spawners. They 
appear as  a rule later in the spawning season in spr i r~g  than do the 
older spawners and separated from the latter. It is therefore possible 
to get pure samples of recruit spawners. In the colurnrzs of table 3 
(page 25) I have analysed the composition of a shoal of recruit spawnzrs 
f r o ~ n  the west coast as t o  the age and scale types. 
As these herrings are caught in early spring they have the last 
sumnzer zone complet~d and fiavr begun the fortnation of a winter ring 
on the edge of the scale, which, however, is not as  yet clearly visible. 
The three years old herrings have thus two visible winter rings, those 
Four years old have three winter rings etc. 
As see11 in table 3 the shoal is co~nposed of 6 year groups re- 
presenting fish of an age from 3 to  8 years The 3 and 8 years old fish 
are present In rather small nuil~bers and the 5 t o  6 years old herrings 
are best represented. In comparing the recrult spawners with the group 
of herring in the oceanic Intermediate stage in table 2 one flilds exactiy 
ihe same number of year groups The difference is that the recruit 
spawners are throughout 1% years older than the fish of the other group 
Thts is exactly what was expected according to the state of the sexual 
development of the fish in the intermediate stage as previously discussed. 
As regards the scaletypes of the recruit spawners one finds a very 
striking feature, nail~ely that all the hernngs have scales with at least 
one outer ))oceanic<< winter ring. The fish which in the early phase of 
ihe oceanic Internledlate stage had only coastal rings of the types 
S,-S, and N,-N, are now In ihe 11 '~  years older E~sh represented by 
the types S , -, , S ,, S and M, , , , N, +, .. N , - , . The types 
~ m t h  one oceanic ring, for instance S,  in the intermediate stage have 
now got arr additional oceanic ring (S , ,) and so  on. 
The assuillption previously made that all the recruit spaxvners inust 
have at least one outer ring of >)oceanicc< type is thus realized and this 
is a proof on the correctness of the view that this type of winter rings 
really is formed under oceailic conditions. 
Concerning the relative number of fish with >)southern<< and 
),northern.: scale types in each year group one finds that the 3 and 4 
years olcl herrings are nzainly of southern origin. The 5 years old 
herrings represent an equal mixture of both types and the 6 years olci 
individuals consist mainly of fish with ))northern<< scale types. The 7' 
arid 8 years old herrings consist exclusively of fish of northern origin. 
Thus one sees that the compositio~l of each year group as  regards thi. 
scale types is exactly the sanie as  fou t~d  in ihe corresponding 11L1 year 
younger year groups of herring in the oceanic inter~rned'iate stage. 
'The herrings in the early phase of the intermediate stage have thus 
gr.ouped thei-ilselves in a shoal of a definite coinposition identical with 
:he spawning shoal. The young herrings can have lived one o r  t ~ r o  
winters in the open sea or  have emigrated froril the coast after the last 
winter before grot~piilg themselves in this characteristic inallner which is 
determirlecl by the sexual development. All the herrings of this group, which 
1s cornposed of individuals of different age and different origin develop 
during the next 1% year in the ocean into niature fish, and then arrive 
111 spring to  the spawning grsuilds at the coast as  recruit spawners. 
As seen from the composition of the recruit spawners the il-rdividuals 
reach the stage of maturity at an  age which varies greatly, and the 
herrings of southerri orlgln d o  so at ail earlier age than the he r r~ng  
of northern origin. 
I have now discussed the cornposit~on of a group of recruit spawners 
as  ~t appears at the coast in a spawning season. As we have seen such 
a group is composed of various year groups represent~~lg differeilt year 
classes. I will in the following try to follow the i~minigration of a single 
year class, I. e. f ~ s h  born in the same year, to the spawning grounds at 
the west coast. Through the arlalys~s of a great nutmber of samples from 
different spawlling grou~lds  each year the age composit~on of tlhe spaw- 
ning shosls and the fate of each year class have been co~ltrol!ecl during 
2, long serles of years. I have here selected the year classes 1923 and 
1925 w h ~ c h  have beer; best represented in the spawning shoals during 
the later years 
Year class 1923. 
This year c1'1ss appeared for the first tiime on the spawiling grouilds 
at the west coast in 1926 at an age of three years but only 111 very smafI 
numbers. The herring arrived in conjunction with other year classes 
for~miing a group of recruit spawners of the compos~tioi~ shown in table 3. 
All of the herrings of this year class which in the ,material (table 4) is 
represented by a number of eight ~ildividuals only, had the scale type S -L , 
with one >)southern coastal<< ring and one outer >>oceanic<< ring. A third 
winter ring is now in formation at the edge of the scalle, but this ring is not 
visible as yet. The character of this ping, which is being formed during 
the winter when the fish is spaw~iing for the first time, can therefore 
~ o t  be defined. The scale type can thus be designed S ,+, L, which 
indicates that the herring has one >)southern coastalic ring, one +oceanic.< 
ring and at the edge one ))spawning<< ring the appearance of which 1s 
undefined. In the vertical column farthest to Che l?ft of table 4 1 have 
noted the age at first spawninlg, which in this case lis that of 3 years. 
In the next column I have noted the number of coasfal and oceanlc 
winter rings which in this case is S , + In the first sectiori of tile 
third column has been noteld the number of herrings three years old 
being present in the material ill 1926, and in the upper part of this 
section is notecl A 0 whicfi der~otes that one spawning ring as  yet not 
visible 1s being fol-lmed ill ihese individtrals. 
111 the spring of the foIIowiilg year 1927 a new confi~lgent of recruit 
spawners arrived at the coast containing a large group of the now 4 
years old her r~ngs  of the year class 1923. This group 1s represented by 
individuals with the same scale types S, +, etc. as those founcl in thc 
4 years old herrings of the recru~t spawners in table 3 with a last ring 
of >>oceanic<< type. As the spawning ring under formation is still invisible 
the herrlligs of thls type are III the second sect~on of the fourth vertlcai 
c o l u ~ ~ l ~ l  of table 4 placed tt~icler the des~gslation I- 0. 
Of the 166 herrings exaimtnecl, however, I individtlal had a scale 
type which hacl not bee11 observed before. 
This herring had a scale with one )>southern coastal<r ring and one 
)\ocea~licc< rtng, but the ihir~cl outer rlng was not of a n  >>oceanic<< character 
2s should be expected in the rec ru~t  spawners. This ring had a more 
wall clefined and sharper appearance than that of the oceanlc ring and 
differed rnarltedly from the latter one. This scale type will be clesigtiate3 
S , .+ , -, . The appearance of the outer ring of this new type is illustrated 
in fig. 2, Plate I I I  whicli is a photo of a scale from a 7 years old herring. 
The three f ~ r s t  r ings are of ))~ior+herrt coastal<< type followed by one 
)>oceanic<< ring. The last two rings represent the new type (N: , j 
Fig. 2, Plate I1 demotistrates the appearance of the rings it? the typt 
S 2 L,-, 
The type S , ,, apparesitly corresponds with the type S , 
--o 
which was found among the rec ru~t  spawners in the preceding year 
with thle difference that the frrst spawnlrig ring which was formed that 
year now is visibie in the one year older herring. T have .therefore in 
table 4 placed the fish of the type S --, from the year 1927 ill the 
flrst section in Ihe same horizontal row a s  those spawning for the first 
time i 1926, ancl J have i ~ i  the upper par t  of this section designaled the 
presence of the flrst spawning rlng wtth i; 1. 
We find thus 111 1927 in the group of recruit ,spawners a small 
influx of herring which have spawned for the first time in the previous 
year. Thls  admixture has probably taltevi place on the spawning ground. 
The  s i t u a t ~ o ~ l  c urirlg the spaw~iislg season of the following year 
1928 can be illustrated by fig. 4 whlch shows the age compos~tion of  
the spawning shoals throughout the season. In the early part  of the 
season (January) one f ~ n d s  an age co~nposiiion in the various shoals 
~vhicli  agrees with the average age d~stribution calculated for the whole 
of the foregoing season. The  shoals constitute a vliixture of older spawners 
and of recruit spawners from the precedmg year. One sees, however, 
that the relative siu~mber of younger flsh increases throughout the season, 
this being caused by the illflux of rec ru~t  spawners to the shoals of older 
spawners already present. 
-At: the end of the season after the lrnain part  of older spawners h2s 
disappeared from the spawsiing grouncls, one eticountered rather pure 
shoals of recruit spawners w ~ t h  the now f ~ v e  years olcl fish of the year 
class 1923 domimaCing. From the presence of a slllall number of old 
herrings i ~ i  these shoals one mtrst, however, expect a sllght adm~xture  
of he r r i~ igs  which already have spawsied in previous years. 
Fig. 4. Age composition of the spring I~errilig thro~~gliout the season 1928. 
Table 4. Immigration of the year-class 1923 to the group of spawners at the Norwegian 
West coast in the years 1926-32. 
Age ai Year of capture and age in years. 
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The analysrs of the herrlng of the leal class 1923 froin the end of 
ihe season 1928 (table 4) shows that the main part of the f ~ s h  has 
scales with the last winter ring of >>oceanic<< type (under the head -t 0 
In the table) arid with scale types corresponding to those represented 
In the five years old recruit spawners in iable 3. A sinaller nuniber of 
herrings (16 111d.j has, however, scale types (S, - 2 7  S and 
N,,,,,) wh~ch  In regard to coastal and oceanlc rings correspond to 
khe types found In the four years old recru~t  spawners In 1927. The) 
have now got on outer ring of the new t j ye  previously menttoned. 
i ~ a  the same manner one finds one single herring with the scale type 
N l t l - a  
The herrings nrjth the last ivinter ring oC ~>oceaiiic<< type represent 
lhe recrult spawners in this season, and the fish wlth one or two outer 
rrngs of another type i ep re se~~ t  apparentlj an admnture of herrings 
whlch have spawned once or twice before in the years 192'7 and 1926, 
and which in the year 1928 therefore have one or two vlslble spaw- 
ning rings. 
At the end of the season 1929 one ilnds in the same manner a rnain 
group of recruit spawners without a v~sible spawnlng ring intermi~ed 
w ~ t h  groups having one or two spawnlng rings. One should have 
e~pectecf also a gloup of herrings wlth 3 spawixng rlngs which spaw- 
ned for the first tline at an age of three years. As herrlngs spawI:I~g 
at such an early age are rdther rare we have not been able to g ~ i  them 
r e p r r s ~ n t ~ a  111 this sample. In 1930 grollps with none or one to four 
spawntng I I I I ~ S  drc foltnd St111 111 1931 one finds a svriall group of 
iecrull spawners vr~thout 't v ~ s ~ b l e  spawnlng rmg 011 the scale. 
In the material from 1932 the yezrr class 1923 is represented in 
all the samples of spawning herring covering the whole season. The 
analysis shows that no  further inrinigration of recruit spawners of thrs 
year cIass has taken place now. A11 the flsh have at least one v~sibie 
spawnlng ring. 
We have thus followed the ~mn~lgrat ion of the \7arious groups 
of recruit spawners of the year class 1923 in the per~od  from 1926-1931, 
represented in table 4 by ihe O-groups arranged diagonally from the left 
upper part t o  the right lower part of the table. It  has been deinonstrated 
that the individuals of one year class reach their first maturity at an 
age varying from 3 to 8 years. T h ~ s  is In accordance with the age 
cornlsosition of a pure shoal of recruit spawners withln one season a s  
foun~d in table 3. Thtls shoal was composed of 6 different year classes 
of an age from 3 to 8 years representing an assemblage of .the earlier 
developed individuals of the younger year classes and the later clevelopecl 
ones of the older year classes. 
As regards the scale types it was found in table 3 that the vounger 
herrings in the group of recruit spawners are mainly of southern origin 
and the older ones of n80rthern origin. It  nus st therefore be expected 
that the individuals of the year class 1923 reaching their first maturity 
at an early age mainly have ))southern<< scale types and those arriving 
as  recruit spawr~ers at a later age mainly >)llortl~ern<c scale types. 
This is also really the case, a s  seen in table 4. The recruit spawners 
of the year class 1923 which arrived at the coast in 1926 at an  age 
of three years onIy, consist of individuals which have lived their first 
wirrther in southern coastal water. The new iniiliigration in 1927 repre- 
sents mainly individtials wilh southern scale types (about 75 O!). In 
192'8 a greater contingent of northern origin appeared mixed with he:- 
ring of southern origin. In 1929 the new contingent of this year class 
was rnainly of northern origin (96 0 1 0 )  and in 1930 and 1931 one meets 
exclusively recruit spawners wit11 northern scale types. This is also 
in accordance with the pheno~nenon denionstslated in table 3, that the 
herring, which grow up at the west coast, develol~ to mature fish at 
an earlier age than the herring from northern No?way. 
fn the horizontal rows of table 4 one f inds all the individuals 
which spawned for ihe Eirts time at an age of 3, 4, 5 . .  . . 8 years. l u  
I927 one finds for illstance in the second row a groctp of recruit spawners 
of the type S , +, which have lived their two first wi~lters in southern 
coastal water and their third winter in the ocean. In the fourth winter 
they have arrived at the spawning grounds and form now their fourth 
winter ring. In the following year 1928 one finds in the same hori- 
zontal row fish of the same type S , but now with orie outer ring 
which was formed in the previous spawning season, and having another 
appearance than that of the oceanic ring. These herrings spawn 
apparently for the second lime. In the next year (1929) the same group 
appears for the thircl time at the spawning grounds and now with 2 
spawning rings on the scale. In 1930 they have got three, in 1931 
four and 1932 five spawning rings. The herr i~igs  of the type S ,+, t 5  
in 1932 have thus previouslj7 spawned five times and have now arrived 
at the coast in order to spawn for the sixth time. The photo in fig. 2, 
Plate I11 illustrates the type N , +, ., , which appeared in the year 
1930. This herring spawned for the first time ill 1928 at an age of 
5 years and appears in 1930 at an age of seven years in order t o  spawn 
for the third time. The fjg. 2 Plate I1 illustrates a spawning herring 
of the type S + + with two spawning rings, which accordling to 
the table 4 spawlied for the third time in the year 1930. 
While the winter rings which are formed in the spawning seasort 
are of another appearance than that of the ~joceanic~c rings one can thus 
in old spawners by the number of >)spawning<< rings deternline the 
age at first spawning and the number of spawning seasons in which 
the herring has participated. 
One must now expect that all the herrings which spawned for 
the first time at a n  age from three to eight years sl-iow the same cornpo- 
sition as regards the ?>southern<( and >>northern(( scale types as  that 
of the recruit spawners independent of the age at -tvhich they were cap- 
ttrred. 1x1 the vertical colun~n on the evtreme sight In table 4 the total 
number of herring of the year class 1923 from the period 1926-1932 
which spawned for the first time at an age of 3, 4, 5. . . . 8 years 1s 
recorded. The year class 1923 is here thus divided in six spawning- 
groups according to the age at first spawning but independent of the 
age at the time of capture. One sees that the spawning-group 3 consists 
of 91 O/o of fish with >>southern<( scale types and the spawning-group 4 
of 83 of >>sotlthern(( types. The spawning-group 5 constitutes an 
equal mixture of >>southern(( and >>~lorthern(( types. The spawning-group 
5 consists of 93 010 of northern types and the spawning-groups 7 and 
8 exclussively of northern types. The spawning-groups of this year class 
show thus a composition as to the relative number of herrings of 
soutliern and northern origin exactly correspondi~lg to the composition 
of the recruit spawners found in the same table and  in table 3. This 
shows that the classification of the older spawners in spawning-groups 
according to the number of >)spawning<< rings on the scale has 
been correct. 
Yeur class 1925. 
111 table 5 I have analysed the year class 1925 in the same mannei 
as the year class 1923 in table 4. The material from the years 1929-1931 
colnprises mainly recruit spawners fro111 the end of the seasons, but the 
material from 1932 represents recruit spawners as  well as  older spawners 
from the whole season. In the table one Pinds exacbly the same com- 
position as regards the relative nulnber of >?southern<< and )>northern(( 
scale types of the various groups of recruit spawners an3  of the spaw- 
ning-groups in accordance wibh the results demonstrated in table 4. 
Older spawners, 
In the preceding section I have 3emonstrated that the in(dividua1s 
can be divided acconding to the slumber of >)spawn~ingcc rings on the 
scale into different spawning-groups representing fish which have 
reached the first maturity at different stages of age. In the same manner 
one can arrange the whole material from one season comprising many 
different year classes into a certain number of spawning-groups accor- 
ding to the age at first spawning. 
Table 5. Immigration of the years-class 1925 to the group of spawners 
at the Norwegian west coast in the years 1928-32. 
This is done In table 6 wit11 the total nlaterial of spring herring 
from the west coast in the year 1932. This material includes aboat 
two thousand individuals representing fish at at1 age from 3 to 19 
years of the year-classes 1929, 1928, 1927. . . . 1913. Tlze table is ctividecl 
in six horisontal sectlons represeilting all the individuals which spawned 
for the first time at an age of three to eight years arranged according 
to the composition as to )>coastal<< asid >>oceanic<< winter rings. 
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Table 6. Group of Spawners. Norwegian West coast 1932. 
In vertical sections of the table the inaterial is arranged according 
io the number of spawning rings. One finds from left to the right 
fish with 0 to 15 spawning rings and spawning in the year 1932 for 
the first to the sixteenth time. The fish with 0 >>spawning<< ring spawn 
for ihe first time in the 1932, the fish with 1 >>spawning<< ring spawiled 
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Table 6. (Cont.) Group of Spawners. Norwegian West coast 1932. 
Spawning classes and number of spawning-r~ngs I 
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for the first time in the year 1931, the fish with 2 spawning rings in 
1930 an so on. f i l l  the lherri~lgs which spawned for the firs~t ti~me in 
the same year form a spawning-class and each spawning-class can 
be divided in spaw~ling-grotlps comprising individuals of the same age 
at first spawning. Thus one finds that the spawning-class 1932 (all 
fish with 0 spawning rings) is composed of the spawning-groups 4 to 7.  
As to age and scale types this spa-cvr~ing-class represents the composition 
of recrrrit spawners In the year 1932 and as  this year also is thc 
jear of capture the actual age of the fish is 4 to 7 years. The spawning- 
class 1931 in the vertical section next on the right comprises thtx 
spawning-groups 3 to 8 which spawned for the first time in 1931 a: 
an  age of 3 to 8 years. The actual age in the year of capttlre (1932) 
was thus 4 to 9 years. The composition of the different spawning- 
ciasses can in this nlanner be foilowed in the vert~cal sections from 
left to the right. As  the number of individuals of the older spawning- 
classes is rather small they do not give a representattve picture of ihe 
composition. As  each spawning-class represents the recruit spawners 
which i~in~nigrated to the spawning shoals in that particular year one 
must expect the same relative number of southern and northern scalt 
iypes in each spawning-group as  found in the corresponding spawninp- 
groups of the group of recruil spawners in table 3 (page 25). In 
llze vertlcal colurnn on the extreme right in table 6, which records 
the sum of all spawning-classes in the whole material, one finds that 
this is really the case. 
The percentage values oi >>southerncc and >>noriheril<c scale types 
of each spawning-group correspond exactly with those found in table 3, 
4 and 5. The younger spawning groups consist mainly of fish of 
southern origin, the oilder ones liiainly of fish of northeri~ orilgin and the 
spawning group 5 of an equal mixture of both types. This very good 
agreement is a proof on the correct~less of the deter~nination of t11r 
>)spawning(< rings in this ~naterial which was coinposed ot many year 
classes with varying nulnbers of >>spawning<( rings. 
I have in this chapter on a large material, given a proof on the 
correctness of L e a ' s  view that the winter rings 011 .the scale of the 
young herriug have another appearance in norther11 Norway than a t  th:. 
west coast. One can thus cllistinguish >>northern<< and nsouthern.i 
coastal winter rings. By following the fortnation of winter rings through 
the different stages in the life history of the herring L have further 
substantiated that the rlngs which are formed in the oceanic stage 
and In the spawning seasons are  dissi~iiilar in appearance. One call 
thus on the scale of older Iierrings distinguish >>coastal(<, iioceanicx 
and >>spawning<( rirlgs. This is a fact based on direct observations and 
not a hypothetical interprelation. L e a has apparently taken notice 
also of the two latter sing types and has in a popular art~cIe in the 
Norwegian Language (1927) giver? a rlght rr~terpretatioi~ of these rings 
but without to give any proof on the correctness of the itlterprelation 
or to discuss the matter. As regards the jispawI1ing<< rings we have also 
an example in the peculiar appearance of the spawnling zones 111 the 
otoliths of the Norwegtan cod stated by R o l 1 e f s e 11 it1 an interesting 
preli,nlinary report in 1933. The assumption of a definite zone type as  
))spawning<< zones lecl to importa~it col~cluslons a s  regards the recruit- 
'ment and mortality of the stock of Norwegian cod ( R  o 1 1 e f s e n 1933, 
1934, 1935). 
As regards the Norwegian herring it is possible to read the life 
history of each individual 011 its scale. We have seen that the ~7ouiig 
herrings leave the coastal water of southern Norway at an earlier age 
than is the case In northern Norway. In the ocean the younger herrings 
originating from the West coast mixe with older herrings emigrated 
from northern Norway into shoals with a definite cornpositio~~ as  
regards age and scale types. 
The formation of these shoals is connected with the inception of 
sexual development. Fish born in the same year reach this stage at 
varying age and the herrings grown up at the west coast are earlier 
developed than those froni northern Norway. The shoals of maiuri l~g 
Llcrrlng are thus composed of individuals which have reached the same 
stage of development in the same year but at differing age. I t  was 
found that the shoals were composed of sixe age- groups co~~st i tut ing 
134 to 61h years old fish. 
The ocea~~ ic  intermediate stage lasts 11% year and the herrings 
then appear on he spawning grounds in spring in order to spawn for 
the first time. The group of recruit spawners has exactly the same 
composition as that of the shoals which were formed in the early phase 
of the oceanic intermediate stage with the difference that all the fish 
are now older by 135 year. The recruit spawners, which all have lived 
the preceding winter in the ocean, have at least the latest formed visible 
winter ring of )>oceanic<< type. In the succeeding year this group will 
return to the spawning grou~ids  in company wit11 older spawners i11 
order to spawil for the second time and all the fish have then one 
visible >>spawning<< ring on the scale. In the following year they spawli 
for the t hud  time and have two spawning rings and so on. By co~unting 
the number of spawning rings the inature herrings oil the spawning 
grounds can be divided into groups of fish whicl~ spawn for the firs4, 
second, third time and  so 011 representlr~g spawning-classes coinpris1n:? 
fish which spawned for the flrst time in the same year. These spawning- 
classes show as  regards age ai first spawnlng ancl scale types the 
same cornposit~on as do the pure shoals of recr~ut  spawners. They are 
conlposed of SIX spawning-groups representing fish wh~ch  spawned for- 
the first tinie at all age of 3-8 years. The f ~ s h  which spawned for the 
flrst time at an early age are mainly of southern origin and those 
whioh spawned for the first tiime at an ol~der stage of northern oriigin. 
The immigration to the spawning shoals thus takes place at an  
age of 3 io 8 years and in the nineth year of life all the herrings of 
a particular year-class has been trailsfered froin the stock of young 
herring to the stock of mature herring. 
It is apparent that a statistical analysls of the numerical strength 
of the different spawning-groups in shoals of older spawners gives 
important inforination concerning the rtlles for the renewal of the stocli 
of mature herring a s  wlii be discussed in a later chapter. Xt is also 
possible to analyse in which proportion the herrlngs of southern and 
r~orthern origin take part in the forrnatlo~l of the s l~oals  pawning on the 
different grounds along the coast. 
Chapter 3. 
Analysis of the growth of the Norwegian herring. 
L e a (1910) has shown that the relation between the size of a 
certain scale and the length of the fish IS sufficie~ltly constant to render 
it possilble to callculate the length of ihe fish frorn the size of ihe scale. 
L e a concluded from lhls that it rnust be possrble to estimate how each 
itldiiridual has grown from year to year by measuring the growth 
irlcrements between each separate winter ring on the scale. 
I will not here gtve a discussiorr of the contributions on this subject 
whicls have been published since that time, but 0 t t e s t a d (1934) 
has recently discussed the problem more thoroughly. 
The method of calculating the growth of the herring by measuring 
the growth zones on the scale is, however, now getlerally used in the 
herring investigations. The growth rate of the herring in different 
wafers has been studied on a large material, and it has been dernon- 
strated that the herring which inhabit different reglons, can be charac- 
terized by different growth types. H j o r t h and L e a (191 1) had 
already at  at1 early stage of the growth investigations a clear under- 
stat~cling of the fact that also one and the same herritlg group whose 
mature individuals spawn together may be composed of several growril 
types, and that extraordinary growth phenomena rnay be utilized for 
the special investigaiion of the inner cornposition of a single herring 
group and its migration. They expected especially to find this realized 
in the Norwegian herring, >)whose region of cttstribution extetlds over 
13 degrees of latitude and embraces Inany different kinds of external 
conditions<<. H j o r t and L e a (1911) give an example on a marked 
growth difference which appeared in the year class 1904 of the Norwe- 
gian herritlg. In all the samples of falt herring from northern Norway 
a great number of fish of this yearclass had in their third year an 
abnornlally small increinent of growth which was smaller than the 
rncrelnerlt In the fourth year. This ~~henotnenon was by the authors 
utilized In the sanie manner as  an artificial m a ~ k i ~ i g  and the migra- 
Lions of the fish thus >>marlied<< by nature was studied. 
O i t e s t a d (1934) has later shown ill regard to the Norwegia~i 
herring that the appearance of >>marlted<< individuals is a feature 
common in all pear classes. In  addition to the two growth type; 
described by 13 j o r t and L e a, O t t e s t a d demonstrates the presenc: 
of a third growth-type characterized by a larger increlrnent in the third 
year than in the second. By analysing these three growth-types in thp 
shoals of fat herring and znature herring O t t e s t a d has draw11 rather 
far reaching conclusjons as  to the migrations of the Norwegian herring 
It is apparent that the method of reading the life history of eacu 
single individual from the appearance of the winter rings 011 the scak  
as  demotlstrated in the previous cl-rapter offers 2 method for a more 
thorough study of the growth pheno~nena. The growth call be analyse,-i 
according to the different fakes of the indivicluals, --- the different feerli~ig 
grounds visited by the young herring, the time when they adopted ari 
oceanic inode of life, the incelstion of sexual development etc. It wi:l 
~ n '  this manner be possible to trace the various growth types whicli 
may exist in a group of l~er r ing  and the environmental factors which 
map cause the formation of these growth types. 
A descriptiotl of the method of growth tneasuretment is given by L e n 
(1910). The actual lelzgtl~ of the herring is called L. The calculateci 
iota1 length of a fish at the ~fo~rnation of the first, second, thlird etc. winter 
ring is callled 1,) 1,) 1, etc. The Increase in length which the herring ha3 
undergone in the growth season of the first, second, third etc. yea; 
1s called t,, tL, i?, etc., t, is thus equal to I,; t2 is equal to 1,-I, etc. 
The growth of the young herring from different feeding grounds along 
the Norwegian coast. 
O t t e s t a d (1934) has on a rllaterial of >>bladsild<<, which was 
collected by the Directorate of Fisherji irt the summer 1933, compared 
the seasonal growth in the second year of life it1 the coastal water; 
of souther11 a i d  northern Norway. The growth curves clemo~lstrated by 
0 t t e s t a d show that there is an essevitial difference between the 
seasonal growth in the two areas. The irl~tratiotl of the growth-seasotl 
is about 7 months in the southei-11 area (April-October) and about 
3lI2 months in the northern area (Ailay-August). The total growth 
in the sottthern area is about 8 cm while in the northern area it 1s 
only about 5.3 cm. According to 0 t t e s t a d the cause of this diffe- 
rence in growth must be sought in the temperature. Accorclirig to my 
aricllysis of the appearance of the winter- ring 011 the same material 
(1933) given in table I (page 16) the herrings from northern Norway 
have almost exclusively >>northeri~<r scale types (N,) and those from 
southei-11 Norway ??southern<< scale types (S,) . 
The dissimilarity in the appearance of the winter ring in the 
ilorlheril and southern area is thus also cotlilected with a dissimilarity 
in growth. 
Table 7. Year class 1932 as "Bladsild" in the year 1933. 
Nort!~ern Norwa Southern Norwa 
I 1 6 V  
1 22 V 
I 1 1 I 
10 V I  44 11.44 10 45 0.99 7 V I  
i 20 V I  28 V I  17.29 1 11.15 6 14 1 1 ' 1  2 VLL 16 91 1061 6.30 
17 VI1 1 4 . 6 4 ' 1 0 3 2 ~ 4 3 2  1 8 V I I  1 7 0  1807 1130 677 
I 3  43 812 4.71 1 22 1111 71 19.25 1 1082 8.43 
8 1 X  1 90 17.96 1027 769 
1 1 271X 3 6  2078 11.50 928 18 X 71 13 56 8.55 5.01 I 
24 X 42 13.96 8 70 
30 X 95 14.42 8 89 
15 X I  1 63 1682 1067 6 15 1 
In table 7 I have given the average values for the total length (L)  
and the growth increinents in the f ~ r s t  and second year (t,; t,) of the 
sbladsilde from 1933. This table demonstrates the difference between 
the growth in both areas in the second year of life as  found by O t i. e - 
s t  a d. One find, however, also a certain growth difference in the firs' 
jear of life between herring from both areas. The average value of t i  
for the rnaterial from the whole season is in northern Norway 9.4 crr~ 
while in southern Norway 11.0. Through the still greater growtlt 
differetlce in the second year the herring In the southern area reach 
esseiltially a larger size at the end of the second season than do thi. 
herrings in northern Norway. 
The values for t, throughout the su111tner 1933 in table 7 demon- 
strate, however, another interesting phenolnenon. One fincls 111 both 
zreas that the samples ironl the ear l~er  part of the season conta~il her- 
rings w h ~ c h  have had a greater increment of g r o j ~ t h  in their first year 
of life (t,) tlla11 that of the herrings In the sanlples fro111 the later part 
of the season. The same experience has L e a (I91 I)  made by studying 
the growth cl~rnens~ons of he r r~ngs  In their third year of 11fe throttgh 
.dl th? seasons of the year at the west coasl. L e a  founcl that the f ~ s b  
in the first samples frorn each year had a little larger I,, l 2  and t, thari 
ithose later on In the summer, and L e a says that ) ) ~ t  looks a s  lf it were 
the largest f ~ s h  which first rnalie their appearsnce rn ihe new perroci of 
hie which IS inclicated by the Eorri~ation of a new st~mmer-belt oli the 
scales and by the appearance tn waters in which they can be caught(\. 
Froin the growth calculat~ons in table 7 ~t thus loolis a s  if small 
herring from a rather restr~cted area, born ~n the same year and of the 
same scale type can have had a differing growth already in the first 
year of life. Measurements of the actual length of her r~ngs  at the end 
sf then first year of life froin different shoals caught at the sanle time 
and on neighbouring localities have cotifirmed that this 2s really the case. 
In September 1935 samples of ))fry<< from Anclfjord had an  average 
length of 9,9 cm while samples from Tysfjorcl had an average length 
of 8,2 cm. The herring fry from these two localities in northern Norway 
had thus a difference in length which completely corresponds to th? 
difference in the calculated values for  t, among the >)bladsildi< from 
northern Norway In table 7. The larger fry were caught in a fjord 
which has a direct connection with the open sea and great shoals of 
herring fry were observed in the open sea outside the fjord. It thus 
Books as if the fry had immigrated from the ocean. 
The smaller fry were caught in a fjord situated at the inner end 
of the Vestfjord and rather distant frorn the open sea. It is probable 
that the fry had been stationary here for a longer time. It thus seems 
.that one already at this early stage call distinguish between fry living 
in the fjords and in the open sea, and the difference in size is probably 
causeci by the different mode of life. 
In the second year of life the difference in size is still more 
pronounced and one can in a restricted area fine1 groups of >)blacisild.c 
of very different average size. The size attained seems to decide the 
shoaling of the fish. Table 8 demonstrates the coin~sosition as  to age 
and size of the shoals of which the 1% year old ))bladsild<c tooli part 
in the autumn 1934. The average size of the >>bladsilde in the 
variious samples, which all were talten in a rather restricted are2 
in the Troms District in northern Norway, varies from 14,l to 20,9 crn. 
The smallest >)bladsild<< fronl Ulsfjorcl ( k =  14,1 cm) occurred inter- 
mixed with one year younger fry. The next size group of 18,0 cm. 
formed pure shoals of vhladslld- aa~d the larger size groups were found 
~nterm~xec! ~71th  older her r~ng .  Of these groups the i>blactsild<r wlth ail 
average length of 19,0 em. haci only a small adinixttlre of one year older 
fat herring with an average length of 20,l cm, but the shoal which 
contained the bladsllcf of largest size (20,9 em.) was mainly colnlposecl of 
older Eat h e r r ~ n g  ~71th 2112 year old Fish (average length 22,8 ct.11) 
dominating. 
Table 8. Composition of Small- and Fatherring shoals in northern 
Norway 1934 as regards age and length (L). 
One thus finds that also In a restricted area the her r~ngs  in their 
second year are split up In different slze groups and that the smaller 
herring of a year broocl attach themselves t o  younger fish and the larger 
herring to  older fish. It looks as if the size attained rather than the 
age deterlnines the formation of the young herring shoals. This is in 
poocl accordance wifh the observations by L e a (1918) on the length 
of 2% years old herrmg In norther11 Norway 1915. 
In accorclance ~71th  the distribution of the two  size groups of the 
fry in 1935 one finds that the shoals with large >>bladsilcl<< were caught 
In the outer part sf the coastal region near the open sea while the smali 
>~hiadsiilde occurred in a deep fjord in the inner gart. The older fat 
herring assemblecl w t h  the large i~bladsiicl~< had for a great part scales 
with one oceanic winter ring thus indicating that they haci livecl the 
last winter in the ocean. 
The tables 7 and 8 thus denioilstrate that there is not only an 
essel~tial growth difference between small herrings grown up in southern 
2nd no~thern  Norway but also .that the small herrings in a restricted 
area are dissoc~ated in cliffere~~t size groups. The larger herrings repre- 
sent probably i i~d iv~duals  which have adopted an oceanic ilnode sf life 
and which in cectain seasons more or less regullarly appear in coastal 
waters. The dissociatilon in faster growing oceanic herring ancl slower 
growing coastal h e r r ~ n g  a s  dernonstratecl by L e a (1929 11) and 0 t t e - --- 
s t  a c1 (1934) in regard to Ihe fat herring seems 10 take place already 
at a very early stage. 
5 'In years 
N r .  I L 
Month 
l l l l l  I I I I 
1 'h  yeas 1 I h  years 2 y e a r r 3  1h y e a r s 4  '12 years 
Locality 
,NI.;L~N~~L N s  I L Nr. I L N r . ,  L 
The growth history of some separate year-classes, 
1 wliI in the following analyse the growth of herring bor~l  in the 
same year  through all tlte different stages in the life liistory from the 
first appearai~ce a s  young herring on the feeding grounds In rtorthern 
and southerrl Norway, through the oceanic intermediate stage until they 
appear as recruit spawslers on the west coast. I t  will be examiiled if the 
herrislg with different origin ancl life history according to the appearance 
of the winter rings also have a different growth history. The yearclassw 
1923 and 1925 will be at~alysed iisl thls manner ancl of the yearclasses 
1918 and 1904, which both have take11 a great part in the stock of 
Norwegian herring, older spawners will be analysed. 
In table 9 (page 49) 1 have given the growth values for the different 
types of young herring in northern Norway and fish in the oceanic 
intermediate stage at the west coast. 
Frolm the year 1923 the material of the year class is represented 
by a large nuirnber (of fry captured in the autumn of the first year of 11ife 
111 norther11 Norway. The fry bald an average length of 8,6 cm. The 
1% year ol~d sbladsild<< from the same area have In the next au tum~l  
reached an average lerlgtth of 14,64 urn. One sees, however, that these 
herrings represent fish whioh I-raid a smaller growth in the first year 
of life (t, = 7,56) than the fry caught in 1923. A selection seems to 
have taken place in such a manner that only the slow growling fish have 
remained tin the coastal water. The average length of the )iblaldsildic in 
1924 agrees wit11 the s~mallest iibladsild<< from 1934 in table 8, and it 
is probable that a group of larger i~ldividuals of the year class 192'3 
now had #d~isappeared from the coastal water. 
One sees from the table that a slnall group of southern origin (S,) 
has iim~migrated to the shoal in northern Norway and these fish have a 
larger size (17,28 om) than the fish (N,) which have grown up in the 
xrea (14,45 cm). 
From the year 1925 192 inidividuals of the now 2% years old 
herring fllom northern Norway have been analysed. The fish have now 
reached a length of 17,4 cm. As seen from the growth values for t, 
and 1, these fiish have had a still slower growth in the first two years 
of life than Phe group of i?blaidsiild<< from 1924. It is apparent that a 
group of faster growing herring again have disappeared from the 
coastal water lin the mearitiirne in the same manner as in the previous 
year. The main part of the herring has lived the last two winters in 
the northern coastal water (N,) but one flnds also a small admixture 
of herrings of southern origin (S,) and of herrlngs which have lived 
the last winter In the ocean ( N  , + , , S , + ,). One finds that the >>oceanIccc 
herrira~gs have grown faster than the coastal hermngs. 
We have t h i s  found that the griowth values of the young herring 1n 
northern coastal water decrease with increasing age apparently owlng 
to an earlier emigration of the miore fast growling individuails than of the 
slow growing ones. These results are 111 accordance w ~ t h  the observations 
made by L e a  (1913). 
Table 9. Year-class 1923. Young herring. 
I 
Region Year of 1 Scale type 
I Growth increments. L. -- 
capture ~ 
Northern 
Norway 
Southern 
Norway 
From the year 1925 one finds in the table 9 also a group of the year 
class 1923 from southern Norway, Thlis group will probably nlow 
participate in the formation of a shoal in the oceanic intenmediiate stage, 
and begin the sevual cievelopment. This  group contains herrings mainly 
of southern orlgiil wlih a small aldi~iixture of he rnngs  emigrated from 
rnore northern regions. Comparing the average length of this southen1 
group (22,85 cm) with the ilength of the group from the same year 111 
northern Norway (17,40 om) one finds a discrepancy betweeen the two 
groups of more tlhan 5 cm. One sees that the souther11 group had 
conslclerably greater growth lilcremerlts In the two first years of llife 
(t,, tO) than the irovthern group. 
Of the various elements in the southern group the ??southern 
types have had better growth than the coriesponding D I ~ Q L  therni' typrs, 
and the fish which have lived the last winter in lhe ocean (S, + ,, 
19, + ,) have had greater growth iilcre~nents than the f ~ s h  which hav: 
lived in the coastal waters (S,, N?). One finds fuither that the herring 
of northern origin w h ~ c h  have inlmigrated lo the southern group 
(N , ,,, N2) have had a c o n s ~ d e ~ a b l j  faster growth than the fish of 
correspond~ng types which have remained in the northern waters 
They represent apparently some of the fast gioii7ing elements which 
were sulsposed to have disappeared from the no]-thern Norway. Th;l 
growth increment in the first year (t,) of these fish is equal to or 
gieater than the lengh of the fry found in northern Norway at thr  
end of t h e ~ r  first year of life in 1923. This thus confirms the assuinp- 
tion p re~ i~ous ly  made that faster growing ind~viduals  emigrate from 
the i~orthei-11 waters earlier than the slower g r o v ~ ~ r i g  ones. 
In the following summer 1926 one encounters a new group of 
the now 3'12 years old fish of the year class 1923 which has joined a 
shoal of herring in the oceanic intermediate stage ill southern waters. 
This group is composed of an equal number of fish of southern and 
of ilorthern origin. This group is relsresented by fish with smaller growth 
values in their first and second year (t,; t,) than those of the group 
which began the sexual developinent in 1925. 111 1927 a new group 
of maturing herring appears, mainly of northern origin with .jti!l 
smaller growth values. 
In fig. 5 (upper section) I have given the growth curves for the 
groups of young herring here analysed demonstrating the i~lcrements 
it1 each year (t, t, etz.) according to the figures in table 9. These 
diagrams illustrate clearly the varying growth history of the different 
groups of the year class 1923 which began the sexual develop~xent in 
1925, 1920 and 1927. The more fast growing individuals reach this 
stage a t  an earlier age than the inore slow growiizg ones. Tlie slo.;? 
growing fish which in 1925 still remained in rtorthern Norway have, 
however, until 1927 not yet appeared in the southern shoals of herring 
in their oceanic intermediate stage. 
fot-herring from northern Norway 
young-herriny in the oceanic ~nfermediate 
stage from southern Norway 
! + : 5 
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Fig. 5. 
Table 18. Year class 1923. Recruit spawners 
Growth ~ncrernents 
capture i I  1 2  1 3 / 1 4 1 5 1 6  1 7 1 8  
I S 1 + 2  
1922 4 S 2 ' 1 
1 1 3 1 2 7 0 '  950 640 410 I l l  
~ 2 , 2  54 2915 8.751822 5.98 
~ 3 4 - I  10 2910 8.661786 5.23 
N 2 + 21 57 2912 8 3 4 '  712 640 
59 28 75 8 34 1 6.87 5.26 3 + 1 - 
181 28.99 8 49 1 9.40 1 5 82 
I 1 I I l l  
I will in the following evar-riine the growth of tlie groups of recrttit 
spawners of this year class immigratrng to  the spawning grounds in 
the years 1926-1931. The results are give11 in table 10 and fig. i 
(middle section). The cornposition as  to the scale types of these recruit 
spawners is already discussed in the previous cl-rapter and the inaterial 
is the satlie one presented in table 4. 
The small group of herring which spawned for tlie first time in 
tlie sprir-rg 1926 is represented by very fast growitig individuals 3E 
southern origin. These herrings have reached a larger size thari the young 
herring which were found in souiherrr Norway at the end of the growth 
season in 1925. 111 the au tu i~ i~ i  of 1925 there inust have existed at 
least three different groups of the year class 1923. One group of srnail 
herring in the northern coastal water (table 9), one group of larger 
individuals with begirlniiig sexual develol~rnent in the soutliern waters 
(fable 0) and a small group of mature herring read) to spawn in the 
spring of 1926 representing a selection of the largest fish (table 10) 
Accord~ng  to the ana lys~~s  of the scale types In the foregoing chapter 
the group of the fish in the early stage of sexual developinent found rn 
the autumn of 1425 w ~ l l  appear as  recruit spawners 111 the spring of 
1927. The new group of herrings In thls stage which appeared in the 
autumn of 1926 will spawn in 1928 and so on. 
According to oul linowledge of the growth of these groups one 
must expect that the groups of reci uit spawners succes~velq immigrating 
fo the spawnrilg grounds will show decreasing growth values wlth 
tncreaslng age at  the f ~ r s t  spawning. This phenomenon is very well illu- 
stlated by the diagrams In f ~ g .  5. 
Comparing the g ~ o w t h  curves for the rec ru~t  spawners with the 
curves for the young herrings in the upper part  of the figure one frnds 
also that the recruit spawners from 1927 agree well wlth the young 
h e r r ~ n g s  found in southern Norway in 1925, the recruit spawners fiom 
1928 with the young herring from 1926 and the recruit spawners 
from 1929 with the young herring from 1927. The agreement is a s  
good as  may be expected by studying the average values of a compa- 
ratively small number of individuals. 
1 have thus demonstrated that the d~fferent groups of recruit s p a w  
ners of one year class represent d~fferent growth types. The earliest 
immigrating groups of m a n l y  southern origln cons~st  of fast growing 
flsh and the later i m m ~ g r a t ~ n g  groups of mainly northern origin con- 
sist of slow growlng f ~ s h .  
As shown in the foregoing chapter all the groups of recruit spaw- 
ners of the year-class 1923 had joined the shoals of older spawners 
In 1932. The sprlng h e r r ~ n g  of thls year class is then In the year 1932 
composed of sir spawning-groups each with a different growth historv. 
The growth values for the h e r r ~ n g  in 1932 is thus an average for manjr 
different growth types. If one now by means of the number of >)spaw- 
ning<< rings separates the d~fferent spawning-groups which In 1932 
are mixed In the same shoals, it must be possible to isolate the different 
glowth types. T h ~ s  9 done in table 11 and the average growth values 
for the d~ifferent spawning-groups of whiich the spawnrng herring are  
composed in the sprlng of 1932 are  demonstrated by the diagrams In 
the lower part  of f ~ g .  5. All the herrings are of the same age, but are 
isolated In groups w h ~ c h  spawned for the first time in 1927, 1928 etc. 
The small group w h ~ c h  spawned for the first trine in 1926 is not 
represented. 
Comparing In fig 5 the growth of the varlous spawning-groups 
among the nlne years old sprlng herring in 1932 which spawned for 
the first time in the years 1927-1931 w ~ t h  the of the recruit 
spawners directly observed in the corresponding years one finds :I 
very good agreement between the values for t,, t2, tj etc. One reen- 
counters among the older spawners the same growth types as repre- 
sented by the different groups of recruit spawrters. 
Table 1 1. Year-class 1923. Group of slsawrlers in the year 1932. 
. ... Growti1 increments. 
I 
' 1 2  1 t 3 i 4 , t 5 t 6 t 7 1 t 8 I t 9  
7.08 5.90 5.52 
6.15 6.53 5.10 
i 
i 8 N 5 + 2 + 1 / 3 31.67 30.671 7.63 4.701 3.971 2.771 3.201 3.77 2.701 1.931 I 1.00 
Total 
Each spawning-group is, however, not hotliogenous i11 regar~l  
to the life history of the individuals, but one finds groups of fish 
with differing fates during the earlier years of life, as seen fro111 the 
scale types in table 11, and these groups represent somewhat differeiit 
growth types. The shoals of older spawners is thus built up in a 
very complicated manner by a great number of different growth types 
correspondiilg to the differeilt life histot ies of the individuals. 13 y 
sorting the fish according to the scale types it is possible to separata 
ibese growth type: 
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Fig 6. 
The analysis of the growth of the young herring, recruit spawners 
and older spabners of this yearclass is given in tables 12, 13 and 1-1- 
and is illustrated by diagrams in fig. 6. The growth curves for the 
young herrings in the upper part of the figure demonstrates that the 
355 years old fat  herring found in northern \Norway in 1928 are repre- 
sented by slow growi~lg fish. 
The herrings tn the oceanlc lnter~nediate stage found rn southern 
Norway in 1927 represent a selection of the ~riost fast growlng ind:- 
viduals which now begin thew sexual development The groulss whicn 
reach this stage m the years 1928 and 1929 show decreasing growttl 
values with lncreaslng age. 
Table 12. Year-class 1925. Young herring. 
Growth irlcrements 
Region Year capture of I 1 Scale type ' N r . 1  = . I -  
I I 
S 2 T 1  2125 8 3 8  415 4.95 378  
S 3 21 20 8.63 4 56 4 42 1 3 54 
Northern 
1928 22.00 1030 420 450 3 0 0 1  Norway 1 
I 
I 
51 21.22 8 95 3.88 1 4.59 1 3 79 
244 21.09 8.81 3 96 1 4 60 3 73 
- -- - -- -- -- -- 
3 0 5 2 1 . 1 2  8 8 3  3 . 9 6  460 3 7 3 1  
S l + l  
I 
11.01 6.07 413  2 8 2 1  
S 2 + 1 i 96 9.90 4 89 4.68 1 3.97 1 
Southern 10.44 4.96 4.30 3.98 
N 2 + l  
Norway 1928 N 1 + 2 
N 3 
-- 
1929 N 3 + 1  
N 4 
I 
In the next section of the figure 6 one reencounters these groups 
as  recruit spawners on the west coast In the years 1929-1931. In 1932 
a group of recruit spawners appears at the west coast composed lof 
herring exclusively of northern origin. This group has a growth history 
very similar to that of the fat herring found in northern Norway. 
The growth curves in the lower part of the figure demonstrates the 
growth history of the different spawning-groups of which the seven years 
old spring herring are  composed in the year 1932. The spawning- 
groups are separated according to the number of >)spawning<< rings 
- 5'/ -- 
Table 13. Year class 1925. Recruit spawners. 
- 
i *tir 1 A g e  Nr L - Growth increnents 
capture 1 1 1 t 1  1 2  1 3  t 4  1 5  1 6  1 7  
on the scale. One finds here exactly the same growth types which 
were represented by the different groups of recruit spawners. One  
recognizes here also the fish which spawned for the first time in 1923 
and which were not represented in the material of recruit spawners. 
The curves demonstrate in the same manner a s  for the year class 1923 
that the fast growing individuals reach sexual maturity earlier than 
the slow growing fish, and that the older spawners are composed of 
many different growth types. 
--- 58 - 
Table 14. Year-class 1925. Group of spawners in the year 1932. 
Age a1 
I st. 
spawning 1 
Scale 
type 
I 
I Nr. 
Growth increments 
L 
a $ l  1 4 cn ; 1 2  t 3  1 4  1 t 4  1 t 5  1 1 7  
Total / 136 / 31.77! 1 9.781 5 39 1 5.15 / 4.50 / 3.44 1 2.25 1.28 
In table 15 I have analysed the growth history of 255 herrings 
of this year class at an age of seven years and spawning at the west 
coast in the spring of 1925. The growth curves for the different spaw- 
ning-groups separated according to the number of >>spawning<< rings 
are given in the upper part of fig. 7. One finds that the different 
spawning-groups represe~lt fish with differing growth histories. The 
herrings of southern origin which earliest reach sesual maturity have 
had a better growth in their first years than the later maturing herring 
of northern origin. 
Fig. 7. 
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Table 15. Year-class 1918. Group  of Spawners in the year 1925. 
1 
Growth increments 
t 2  1 t 3  t 4  f 5  1 f6Tfi 
I 1 I 1 
7 / N 4 +  2 + 0  1 8 , 32.00 1 - 9.33 5.05 5.28 4.23 : 4  20 I 2 24 1 1.69 
1 I I 
Total 1255 32.29 / 1009 1 6 16 ( 5.L6 1 4 4 6  1 327 ; 1.551 1 1 0  
I I I 
This yearclass which have played a very great part in the stock 
of Norwegian herring through many years, has previously often been 
analysed by Norwegian investigators in connection with growth and 
age problems. I have in table 16 given an analysis of the 10 years old 
herring of this year class in the spawning shoals at the west coast 
in the year 1914. According to the scale types the fish are ct)mposed 
of seven spawnit~g-igroups which iimmigrated a s  recruit spawners in 
the years 1907-1913. In 1914 all the individuals of the year class 
have been transfered from the stock of immature fish to the spawning 
shoals. In the lower section of fig. 7 the growth history of the different 
spawning-groups are demonstrated by diagrams. One finds here condi- 
tions correspo~lding to those in the year classes previously analysed. 
The fish which in the first years of life have had the best growttl 
assemble !in spawning-groups at an eariy age, an~d the fish with s1lower 
growth at a later age. 
Table f 6. Year-clas 1904. Group of spawners in the year 1914. 
2.g' 1 I i , + + M 1  2.5 1 Growth increments 
The growth types A, B, C, introduced by Ottestad. 
0 t t e s t a cl (1934) has  by studying the growth of the Norwegian 
herring separated three different growth types which he  has  desig~iated 
as respectively A, B, and C types. The A-type is characierizeld by 
decreasing growth increime~~ts (t, > tz > t, eic.) with rncreasing age, 
the R-type by a greater growth increment in the third year than it1 tile 
second (t2 < tJ), and the C-type by a greater growth increment in the 
fourth year than In the third (I ,  < t,). These three growth types are 
demonstrated In the upper sect~on of f ~ g .  S a (page 66). 
The growth type C represents the ))marked<< herring found by 
H j o r  t and L e a  (1911) among the year class 1904 mentioned in the 
introduction of this chapter. 
0 t t e s t a d finds that all three growth types are represented arnonz 
the fat herring in northern Norway. The A-type has, however, greater 
growth values in the first and seconrl year of life (t, and t,) than the 
other two types*) aii~d l h ~ s  ts~clscates according to 0 t t e s t  a d that the 
A-type is  formed in an area of the coastal waters hav i~ lg  niore favourable 
growth cond~itllo~ls than those of the other types. The ,iinarklng~/ 
phenomenon of the B- ancl C-typcs must he iacluced by a nllgration frolii 
a less1 favourable area which will cause an  Increase of the growth 
lr~crement in that certain season. 
The three growth types are also represented among {he spawnlng 
lierring a t  the west coast. 0 t t e s t  a d f ~ n d s  here the same growth 
lclifference in the iirst years of llfe between the A-type ancl the two othcr 
types a s  that found i ~ i  the fat herring, and he concludeds therefore that 
the herring must have spent thelr first years in different areas. 
0 t t e s t a d fin~cts, however, that the A-type of the spawmng herring 
at  the west coast has a greater growth rate than the correspo~icling 
growth type of the northern fat hernng, and from this fact he conclucles 
that the A-type of the fat herr111g in northern coastal waters is not 
icie~ltical with the A-type of the southern spring h e r r ~ n g .  The  salme 
is demonstrated as regards the C-type. 0 t t e s t a d wrlles in this co11- 
~leclion: >)From these experlerlces the question arises whether the norther11 
fat-herring join the southern large a11d spring-herring shoals at  all<(. 
and  he means that the proof of such tnlgrations glven by H j o r t and 
L e a founded on the >)marlied<< herring of the year class 1904 does not 
hold good. 
0 t t e s t a ct deinorlstrates further that the growth [increments in 
the first years (t, i,) of the A-type of the northern fat herring show tirz 
same values as  the corresponcli~~g increments of the C-type of the souther11 
sprsng herring arlcl from t h ~ s  observahon he clraws the following con- 
clusion: >>Th[is agreerne~it of growth cannot, however, be considered as  a 
proof - without other statesinenh - that the C-type 01 the year-class 
I918 a s  large and spring h e r r ~ n g  is identical1 with llhe A-type of the 
same year-class as  fat-herring In the autunin of 1920. It may be that 
t ~ 7 o  different areas of the Norwegtan coastal waters produce the Sam? 
growth-rate, I. e., present the same growth C O I I C ~ ~ ~ ~ O I ~ S ,  But a t  any rate, 
- 
That this is not always the case is demonstrated in fig. 8 a. 0 t t e s t  a d  has, 
however, treating the sanie material in his fig. 10 excluded the B type. 
Table 19. Growth types A. B. C 
this agreement shows that t f  any rnigratrons takes place from the fai 
herring shoals In the northern waters to the large and spring herrr~l~g 
shloals in the southern waters, it 1s the A-type of the fat herrinig which 
undertakes t h ~ s  migsation.cc 
I mean, however, that one is not allowed to draw the conclusioris 
made by 0 t t e s t a ~d on the b a s ~ s  of hls atlalysis o~f the three growth 
types 0 t t e s t a d has  In an earlier sect~on of his paper demonstrated 
:hat the spring herring in southern Norway grows  intlch faster than the 
fa t  herring in northern Norway and quile log~cally he writes: )>This 
shows that the fat herring in the northern waters can at  a later age  form 
o111ly a portioi~ of the southern spr ing herring shoals, if they join these 
shoals a t  all. The other portion of the spr lng herring shoals must be 
recrulited f ~ o m  other waters.. 0 t t e s t a d has thus taken 11otice of the 
possibility that the spring her r i~ lg  stock may be composed of two corn- 
poneilts of different origirz and with differei~t growth history. In dis- 
cussing the growth types A, B, C, in the spr ing herring 0 t t e s t a %i 
assumes, however, a s  a matter of fact that these growth types are 
homogenous. He  !does not discuss the possibility that these growth 
types in the spr ing herring also Itnay be composed of col~nporrents of 
different origin and wtth different growth rates. 
The A-type of the southern spring herrlilg may very well represent 
a rniixture of fast growing fish froin southern waters and slow growing 
fish from northern waters. The average growth values of the spring 
herring will then be greater than those of the rlorthern fat herring. 
That thiis IS really the case will be shown 111 the following. In table 17 
I have given the coinposit~on as  regards the growbh types A, B, C of 
the different cornpoilents of older spring herring from the west coast 
separated according to the scale types. The material includes the year- 
classes 1904, 1918, 1923 and 1925. 
Examinling for instance the year class 1904 In spawnairig shoals 
from the year 1914 one finds that the fish of southern origin, whicl~ 
spawned for the f ~ r s t  ime a t  a n  age of three years, are  represeilted by 
A-types. Of the herring appearing at  an age of fottr years the fish 
of southern origin consist ,mainly of A-types with a small adimixture 
of B-types. In  the next spawning-group 5 all three growth types are  
represented among the herring of southern as  well a s  northern origin. 
The later developed herring of northern origin which immigrated io the 
spawning shoals a t  an age of 6 to 9 years consist mainly of C-types wit11 i 
small admixture of A and B-types. 111 the lowest section of the table one 
finds that the A-type of this year class in the spring herring is composed 
of fish of southern a s  well a s  northern origin. The same is the case f o ~  
the B-type. The C-type, however, co~isists mainly of herring iininigrated 
from northern waters. Xn this particular case the C-type can thus be 
~lsed in order to stucly the immigration of the northern fat herr i t~g ro 
the s l~awning shoals as  done by H j o r t and 1- e a (191 1). Concerning 
ihe year-classes 1923 and 1925, however, the C-type represents herring 
of northern as well as  southern origin. 
Table 18 a.  Year-class 1904. Group of spawners in the year 1914. 
Growth type A. 
Gro.rvth increments. 
3 1 S I$-1-7 4 32 75 22 80' 8 98 8 43 5.40 2 78' 2.38 1 85 0 981 0.83 0.58, 058 
I I I I I I I 
One finds thus that all three growth types of the spawning herrinq 
in southern Norway are composed of fish of different orlgin and with 
differing life historj-. The A-type is, however, as a rule mainly coinposed 
of fish of southern origin ancl the C-type of fish of 1iorther11 orig~n.  This 
is to be expected when one accepts that the i>marliing<< phenomet-ron 1s 
causecl by migratioli from less favourable conditions to more favourabie 
ones. The young herring from northern Norway with small growtl-r ~n 
the first years of life will, when migrating to more  souther^^ waters, 
have a greater cllarice to obtain an Increase in growth great enough to 
incluce a >>marking<< phenomenon than will the young herring which 
emigrate from southern coastal waters to the ocean. 
10 
c m  - year- chss 7904 
f?a f - herrinq from norlhern Norwoy 7909 
Gro wth  -tyfles A, B, C, 
1 
10 --C-----..- V -- -- --- 0 o\ year- class 1904 
n = 5 2 + 1 + 6  
1 
SpP-ing -herrmg from the west coast 1994 m = 5 2 ' 2 ' 5  
Guowfh - type A IP = N 2 + 2 + 5  H = N 3 + 1 + 5  
m = N 3 + 2 + 4  
'H19 = N 5 + 1 + 3  
Fig. E a. 
Fig. 8 b. 
Table 18 b. Vear-class 190%. Group of spawners in the year 19 14. 
Growth type B, 
- - 
Age at 1 Growth incren~e~lts 
--A 
t 1 , 1  211 3 ;  t 4 t  51t 6 1  7 ( t  3 1 f  9 t 10 
I 1 S 2+lf 6 10 32.90 26 03 7.87, 6701 7.44 4 02 2 16 i 50 1.04 0 83 0 86 0 18 
4 N 2-3j6 1 7 31.43 25 24 8.39 6.07' 7 00 3.79 1.63' 1.19 0 99 0 93 0 87- 0 59 
- 1 I -- -1- - - - - - 17 s239 25.71 8 08 6 44, 7 26, 3.92 194 1.37 1 02 0 8 7  O 8 6 0 5 2  
By analysitlg the scale types we have now a mean to separate the 
variotls colmponents of the growth types A, B, C accoading to the differi~i~g 
life history of the fish. 111 order t o  study the growth history of each o,f 
these componet~ts I have made a further a~lalysis of the material of the 
year-class 1904 a s  spr i t~g  herring in the year. 1914 according Zo the 
gr-owth types A, B, C. The results are given it1 table 18, and figure 8 a, b. 
111 the upper part of fig. 8 a one finds the growth curves for the 
A, B, and C- types .of the year-class 1904 as fat herring it1 northern 
Norway 1909 (locality: Leinzs, Hamine r~ ) .  This lllaterial is the same 
as  given by 0 t t e s t a d in his table 14 (san~ple 110. 5). 
In the Iovrer section of fig. 8 a and in fig 8 b I haire given ti?? 
growth curves for the different coil~ponerits of the A, B and C- type?. of 
the same year class in the spring herring at the west coast 1914. TIlc 
diagrams denlonstrate that these growth types are not homogenot~s but 
that they represent a mixture of ~ n a ~ i y  biological groups eaciz wlrh a 
different growth history. 
One finds that the fish of southern origin which reach their first: 
anaturity at- an early age have had a better growth in their first years of life 
Table 18 c. Year-ciass 1904 Group  of spawners in the year 1914. 
Growth type C. 
Growth increments 
than the later mature herring of northern origin. A s  regarc).; the A- 
tj7pe the spring hel-ring of ihe type N ,  +, +,have had a g r o v ~ t l ~  raiher 
similar to the growth of the fa t  herring of the A- type in northern 
Norway 1909. And the fish of the type N j-r,.+, show s n d i c r  growth 
values than the r~orthei-n fat herring. 
A~llotlg the groups of the 6- type of: tile southern spzing llerrilig 
the fish of the scale type N,,,_, show a growth cur;!? correspo~iclitlg 
to the growth curve for .the Pt- type of the ~lortherri fat herring. 
The C- type of the spring herring is compo;;ctl of groups of 
northern origin which i~rlrnigrated rather late to the spawi-ring slio;i!s, 
and  the growth curve for the fish of the type N ,+,-,,corresponds 
exactly to that of the C- type found ill northern fltt il.?rring' 1(?011. 
I have thus demonstrated that all the three growill typcs A, R and 
C found in a cei-tajn year ainolig the northern fat herring are In:,?; 
reencoutitered q n ~ o n g  tlie spring herring a! tile west coast, but here 
inixed with grotips of souther11 origin. The view of 0 t t e s t  a d that 
the B and C- types of tlie northern fat  herring do not immigrate to 
the southern spawning shoals is thus not correct. 
Table 19. Year-class 1904. Fat herring in Northern 
Norway (Leinaes) 1909. 
-- 
Growth increment 
B 24 ' 26.10 7 87 3.98 4.68 1 3 91 3 13 2 91 
- I I 
I l l  I C 181 25.69 6.80 4 83 , 2 97 , 4 12 3.63 3 31 
An al~alysis of the spring herring according to the growth types 
A, B, C cannot give any infortnation in regard to the origin of tile 
herring. These growth types represenl. nnathcillrlical averages for grotlps 
of herring with differing origin and life history. 
The phenol~:elion of apparent. change in  growth rate. 
This phenomenon is noted by R o s a M. L t e (1912) i11 Ireali112 
the methods of growth delermination. L e a (6813) has then treated the 
phenomenon which does not o111y exist it1 the case of the herring but 
which also can be traced in the case of other species of fish. L e :! 
derlilonstrates the p h e n o ~ m e n o ~ ~  a s  ii appears in the inaterial of the 
Norwegian herring stocli. 
Average increments of year-class 1904 of mature Norwegian herrings 
in different years. (from L e a  1913.) 
~o of io- 
dividuals 
I 
1 have in the present table given the calculated values of the 
growth increinents of n~a ture  herring of the year* class 1984 in the 
years 1907-1913 accordi~lg to L e a  (1913). I t  is to be expected that 
the calculated value of the ii~crernent in a specific year of life is collsta~lk 
and indepetldetlt of the age of the herring in the year when they were 
caught. This is, however, not the case. As L e a delnotlstrates the 
values of t, and t, show a ~narlied tendency to decrease with increasing 
I.ge. But for t, t, and t, the decrease is preceded by an increase, whil:. 
the following dimensions t,;-t, seem to remain rather co~lstant. The 
values for the year 1910 form an exception bei11g it1 !most cases cornpara- 
tiiiely low and this is according to L e a due to the circumstance th3t 
the satnple for this year is not quite represer-itative. 
By discussi~lg this pherlo~netlon L e a colnes to the co~lclusion that 
the differences are not due to methodical errors as supposed by R o s ,I. 
L, e e. 011 the contrary they represent importat~t features it1 the biology 
of the fish. According to L e a the phenometla actually taking place are: 
>>I) When a certain year class is approaching the period of sexual 
rnatu.ratiot~, the larger individuais will dei~elop their sexual products 
earlier than the smalleric. 
>>2) Those individuals which have reached maturity will congre- 
gate with the older spawniilg herrings<{. 
>>3) Among the herrings ren~ain i~ lg  in a11 immature slate some, arld 
also in this case the larger ones, will be ready for spawning the nest 
year and the11 congregate with the spawniqg herrings and so on until 
all herrings have become ~naturecr. 
>>4) The developrnenf of the sexual products has the effect of 
depressing the length incremetlt si~noultaslously taking place(<. 
The phenomenon described by L e a it1 the points 1-3 is just the 
same one clearly de~nonstrated by me ill a previotls section of this 
chapter. The mature herring of a year class do not represent a homo- 
genous material, but are cornposed of different spawning-groups each 
with a different growth history and which iinrnigrate to the shoais O E  
older spawn.ers in different years. 
As regards the year class 1904 this is demonstrated ill figure 7 
(page 59). 111 1914 when all the fish of this year class had become 
mature, the spaw~ling herrirlg were corn~sosed of seven spawnitlg groups 
which immigrated successively in the years 1907-1913. Comparing the 
growth history of the various spawning groups one finds that the group 
reaching maturity in 1907 has greater growth values t, and t, than the 
one rna tu r i~~g  in 1908, and the latter greater than that from 1909 at~rf 
so on. It is alspare~lt that the itn~nigration of these groups to the 
spawt~itlg shoals will cause a gradual decrease of the average values 
of t, and t, i11 the years 1907-1913 a s  deino~lstrated by L e a in the 
table, page 70. 
Considering now the growth value t, in the figure 7 one finds 
that the spawi~ing group irnmlgratiiig in the year 1907 had a sinaller 
value for t; than the g r o u ~ s  i~n~nigra t ing  in the years 1908 and 1909 
The congregation of the new spawning groups in 1908 and 1909 with 
the herring which had spawned in 1907 will thus cause an increase 
of the average value of t,. The spawniilg groups immigrating in the 
years 1910-1913 had, however, essentially lower values for t l  w h ~ c h  
must cause a decrease in the average value for fhe spawning herring 
from 1910. This is exactly what takes place in the table froin L e a .  
In the same rnanller one can deduce from the growth curves that 
the growth value of t, intist increase 111 the year 1908-1910 and decrease 
in 1911. This is not quite in accordance with the values from L e a ' s  
table, but as  mentioned by L e a his ~naterial from the year 1910 is 
not representati~re and shows too low valties. For the growth dimen- 
sion t, one must expect increasiiig values in the years 1909-1911 and 
a decrease in 1912, a fact which is completely realized in the table. The 
iticonstance of the growth values of the sprlng herrtng can thus be 
coii~pletely evplained by the difference 111 growtfi in tile different spaw- 
ning-groups. Not till the year 1914 when all the spawning-groups with 
different growtll histery have joinect the mature herrings one can expect 
constant average values for the growth dimensions of the year class 1904. 
As previously mentioned 0 t t e s t a d (1934) has shown that the 
stocli of Norwegian s p r ~ n g  her r i~ lg  does not constitute a hoinogenous 
body, but is co~nposed of three different growth types (A, B, @- types). 
0 t t e s t a d concludes from this that if Norwegian herring data 
are to be used for 'the purpose of verifying the growtk hypothesis, a 
separation of the material into growth types cllust be made, and ihe 
study i~lust be litnited t o  one of these growth types only. O t t e s t a d 
deals therefore iii the further discussion only with the A- type, and 
by analysing the growtl~ values of this growth type from the year class 
I904 occurring as spring hernirig in the years 1909-1916, O I. t e s t a 3 
finds that there is no increasing or decreasiirg tenclency of the means 
with increasing age. The calculai~ions give about the same mean values 
of the yearly increinents in length at different ages. 0 t t e s t a d means 
that his analysis indicates that L e a ' s  hypothesis of a proportiot~al 
relation between the growth of the fish and that of its scale, which fornl 
?he  basis for the growth calculatiotis, is in accordance with the real facts. 
As regarcls the phenomenon observed by R o s a L e e ,  0 t t e - 
s t a cl mentions only in a foot note that L e e >)cloes not takih 
heterogerie~ty of the material into con side ratio^^<(. 0 t t e s t a ci cloes 
r,ot clte the worli by L e a  (1913) where L e a  just expla~ns the phtno- 
I I ~ C I I O I ~  of apparent change 111 growth rate as  due to the catilpos:tiot~ 
of the mature herring from g r o ~ ~ ~ s  with d~fferent growth rates, L e a 
bas here det~lonstrated that tlie imt~igration of the >>marlied<< fish of the  
year class 1904 from northern Norway into the spawiling shoals at thc 
west co-lst causes a decrease in the mean values for I, and t, of the 
nralure h e r r i ~ g .  TIiese >>i~iarked<< herring corresponcl t o  0 'L t c s t a d9s 
growth type C and by selecting the n~a ture  herring of the A-type 
0 t t e s t a d eliminates the depressing effect oil tbe meap values cl~le 
t o  the linmigration of the slow growttig northern herriilg. 
Recctltly M i c h a e 1 G r a h a 111 (1935) has 111 a short note drawn 
attention t o  the fact that 0 t t e s t a d's own selected inaterial appears 
zlso t o  s11o.c~ the pheno r~ i en~n  described by R Q s a L e e, although 'is 
a small degree. G r a h a In says that >>it seems rash to regard it as  
nonexistent o r  clue t o  >>hetercgeneity of material<<<<. 
As  I have clearly demonstrated in flg. 8 (page 661, however, eve11 
the A-type of the Norwegian spring herring does not represent a 
l~on~ogenous  tnaterial but being cos~posecl of several groups with dif- 
ferent growth history and origin artd havirig reached maturitv at differeni 
age. As seen from table 18 a (page 65) the A-type of the year class 
1904 can be separated into 6 spawl~ing groups immigrating to 
tFle stocli of mature herring In the years 1907-1912. The fish 
ilnniigrat~ng in the years 1907 and 1908 represei~t the fast growing flsh 
of southern origin. The new spawning-group in 1909 represerits less 
fast growing fish of sot~tl-tern origin with a rather large admixture c ~ f  
slow growing fish from northern Norway. The majority of the fish 
of the A- iype had ill 1909 reached tnaturity but there is, however, in 
the years 1910-12 a slight immigration of later clevelopecl fish of 
northern ongin, ailcl these fish had accorcfing t o  table 18 a smaller 
grourth than those i~iatttre in 1909. 
0 t t e s  t a d  has it1 his analysis off the A- type of the year class 
1904 examined spring herring from the years 1909-1916. thc 
new in~migration of the slow grcwing fish in the years 1910--1912 one 
must expect a decrease in the mean values of t l ~ e  first year's growth 
with illcreasing age of the spring herring. A s  the spawning-groups 
imrnigratillg subsequent t o  the year 1909 were of small iiilportance the 
phenosnenosl appears, however, only in a small ctegree. If O t t e s t a d 
had exanlirlecl the A- type also from the years 1907 and 1908 he wot~lcl 
have fouxld a rather colisiderable decrease in the growth values from 
the period 1907-1909. Flowever, beginning with the year 1909 when 
the main part of the various cot~~ponents  of the A- type already had 
congregated with the rnature herring 0 t t e s t a d hapl~ened to find rela- 
tively constant growtlz valttes. It is thus apparent that the selection of 
cne of 0 t t e s t a d's gi-owth types A, B, C, fails t o  eliminate the 
phenoniecon of apparent change In growtlz rate because these growth 
types d o  not represent a hoi~loge~lorrs matrnal, and the attempt t!b 
verify the growth hypothesis made by 0 t i  e s t a d has therefore no value. 
My analysis of the growth of the herring founded on the differerit 
life h~story 0 1  the fish according to the :tppearailce of ihe wltller rings 
has, however, completely confirmed L e a's ~xplanat isn of the change 
in growth rate with increasing age. 
The eifect of the sexual development on the growth and the phenomenorr 
of conapensatory growth, 
L e a (1913) has shown that the ~nd~v~c iua l s  whlch have developdd 
their sexual products have si~l~ultanously had a smaller growth increment 
than those of the same y e x  class which have remallled undeveloped, 
and he concludes that the developrneilt of seuual products has the effect 
of retarding the length iilcremeilt sirnultailously developing. 
It is apparent that the method of determln~ng the age at first 
nlaturity by illeans of the nuiilber of spawning rings allows a thorougil 
analysis of the changes in growth ~vhlch may take place in connection 
with the maturing. 
I will then again return to figur 7 (page 59) in order to study the 
effect of the sexual developmenl on gsowth on the lllaterial of the 10 
years old spawners of the year-class 1904. The nlaterial is separated 
according t o  the age at first spawning in seven groups which spawned 
for the fi-rst time ill the years 1907-1913. 
The curves show the yearly length iilcrements (i, t, etc.) of the 
different sp3wning-groups. The Increments in the years when {he f i s ? ~  
have spawnecl are de~ignate~d by an x. As I have mentioneid in the 
previous chapter the de.irelopment of the sexual products begins a l r e d y  
in the oceanic illternledlate stage 112 year before the fish appears on 
the spawning grounds at $he coast in the spnng.  The length increment 
in the two growth periods immed~ately preceding the year of first 
spawning is designated by a clrcle. 
In the first of these two growth per~osls the fish enter the oceariic 
iiltertnediate stage and begin the sexual ldevelop~neilt. The main process 
takes place, however, in the second growth period of the itite~inediate 
stage, ari~d at the end of t h ~ s  period all f ~ s h  are mature and ready to 
spawn ill the iminecliately following spring. 
Studying the growlh in the two first years of life (t,, t2) one finds 
that the fish which have spawned for the first t~irte i11 a particular year 
had larger iilcrements than those of the f ~ s h  spawning in ihe immediately 
following year. All the fish were 111 the seconcl year (1905) i~~~matur :  
and only the group spawning in 1907 had by then entered the oceanic 
intermediate stage. 
In the thlrd year of llfe (1906) the group spawiling in 1907 hacl 
a s m ~ l l e r  lengtli ~ncremeilt ( t i )  t h a ~ r  that of the groups spawnlng r n  
1908 and 1909. Both the 1007 ant1 1908 groups are now In the oceaillc 
in~termediate stage and llve under the same conditions, but the sevually 
more developed fish of the 1907 group whlch are ready to spawn 111 the 
next s p r ~ n g  had a smaller lncreiliertt khan that oI the fish of the other 
group which lust have begun the clevelop~meilt of sexual products. Thc 
difference 111 growth thus cannot be explaiiled by different external 
growth cond~tlorts but niust be clue to the effect of varying sexual 
uevelopmei~t. 
The  growtli values in the fourth year of life (1,) 111 1907 show th:it 
fhe fish whlch 11ow hacl spawned for the first tune (1907 group) had a 
smaller i~icremeilt than that of the 111lature fish in the second p e r ~ o d  of 
the oceanlc intermediate stage (1908 group) and the latier group '1 
smaller increment than that of the sexually less developed fish whlcli 
in thls year entered the oceanic intermediate stage (1909 group).  The 
immature herring of the groups spawnlng for the first time In the years 
1910-1913 w h ~ c h  are almost exclusively of northern origin had 111 this 
year got  an  increase in growth probably caused by the circumstance 
that the n~ajo~i i ty  of the fish had tnigratecl to areas with more favourable 
growth cond~tlons. In the year 1908, however, the 1910 group whicrl 
riow entered the oceanic lntermedlate stage got a smaller increinent (1,) 
than that of the groups cf still im~mature her r~ng .  111 the year 1909 one 
finds that the groups which have spawned previously had smaller growiil 
increments (t,,) then those of the fish 111 the oceatiic inter~liediate stage 
and the latter again a smaller growth than that of the st111 i!ntnatuue 
herring, and the same coilditions w11l1 be found in the followii~g years. 
In 1913 when all the flsh had reached 11laturlty the growth lncremen: 
(t,,,) is about the same 111 all1 spawning-groups. 
By analyslng the growth hlstory of the differeilt spawn~ng-groups 
of older sprlng herrlrig I have thus denionstrated that the ~ n s e t  of 
sexual developrneslt has  a retardltlg effect on the growth of the fish. 
This phenomenotl can be observed already 111 the oceanlc intermediate 
stage before the fish have appeared on the spawning grounds. This  
retarding effect w ~ l l  set In e a r l ~ e r  111 the fish with a great ~ni t ia l  growth 
and malurlng al  an early age than 111 the flsh w ~ t h  a srnal~ler lrl~tial 
growth and imaturing at a later age. Thls  pl~eno~~nenon causes the cros- 
sing over of the growth curves for the different spawning-groups 
typ~cal  for all the year classes investigated. The  f ~ s h  with s~sialler initla1 
growth tent1 to acid relatively larger annttal iticreinents in subsequent 
years than those w1tl-i a larger rilitial growth. 
Thls 1s 111 fact an  example on the phenome~lon of compensatory 
growth described in regard to the herr i~lg by W a r k i n s (1927) 
F a r r a ii (1928) and F o r d (1928). VV a l k i n s characterizes this 
phenomenon ill the following way: >>It also seems to be a general feature 
that the herring should approach a certalin lengtli at  the completion of 
each of the various year's growth. If for some cause or other the fish 
was unable to cornplete this amount of growth in a pariicular year than 
it will in some measure make ttp tlhe deficiency the following year, so  
thajt what may be callect the phenomenon of con1,pensatory growth is 
cbaracterislic of the herring.<< 
F o r d has nn a sample froim Sussex demonstratecl that this herring 
were composecl of two types, one with 1, = 8,5 cm and anoti~er with 
1, = 11,5 cm. The fish with the sinaller values of I, had larger atlr~~z,~l 
incremenls in subsequeilt years than tl-rose with the greater values of I , .  
I4 o d g s o n (1929) means, however, that these two groups represent 
broolds from different s l ~ a i v ~ ~ i n g  periods from the winter and auturnn. 
The fish wlith the smaller 1, were at the fortnatlot~ of the first winter 
ring orie year olcl, but the other group which was supposecl to be 
haiched in the autumn hacl seachecl an age of about 15 i111onll-r~ before 
a winter ring was formed. f-X o d g s o n co~~cltldes frodm this >>that 
compensatory growth i s  singly exp1;iined a s  the natural rest~li  of com- 
paring growth of fishes w11icl-i are at different ages. There is no qttestion 
of a difference ill growth-rate or any kind of coinpensatory growth. ( 
H o d g s o n llneatls that the curve for )>ability to growth<< i s  the same 
in both groups. >>The sole explanation is that the curve has started a t  a 
different point in time on the tlme-axis. With i~lcrease of age there is 
less ability to i~lcrcase length and consequently the larger and older 
fish of any given growth periocl will grow less than smaller and younger 
fish.<< 
The compeiisatory growth in the stocli of Norwegian spring herring 
is also illustrated by figure 9. The curves demonstrate the calculated 
length at the end of each growth period ( I ,  1, etc.) of five different 
spawni~lg-groups of the year-class 1904 in the spring 1914. The length 
at the different spawning periods is designated by an  x. 
As the stocli of Norwegiari herring has a rather limited spawning 
periocl in spring the cliffere~lce lin length in the first years of life cannot 
be due to a differenre in age as  supposed by f-f o cl g s o 11. But this 
difference is as  previously desnonstrated reallly caused by a different 
growth rate clue to the differeilt growth conditions on the feeding 
grounds along the coast. Ttie herr i~ig spawning at art early age consist 
mainly of fast growing fish of southern origin ancl the iater clevelopecl 
herring of less fast growing fish of northern origin. While the East 
growing sotttlhern inclividuals get a retardation in the growth rate at 
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an early age through the inception of maturity, the slow growirig 
northern iinrnalure herring get an  increase in the growth rate caused by 
the southwards lnigrat~orr to areas with Inore favourable growth con- 
d~tions, and at first at  a later age a decrease talies place due to the 
development of the sexual products. Tlie result is that all the herring 
have reached about the same length at an age of 10 years (I,,). 
Tile pherio~nenori of coinpensatory growth thus seains to be explained 
by a correlation between tlle growth and the time for- irrc?ptioi~ of sexual 
developanent. The fast growiiig fish mature earlier Illair the slow 
growing fish and get: therefore a retardatioi~ in the growth rate earlaier 
than the laler ones. The effect of this phei~oine~lon is that mature fish 
with dissi~milar growth history tend to reach the saine length at a 
certain age. 
Summary, 
111 the l?reseiit chapter it has beet1 de~noilstrated that the different 
external co~lditions oil the feeding places along the Norweg ia~~  coast 
influelice the growth of the young herring in the maliner that the 
fish in llortherll Norway have a slower growth rate than those at 
the west coast. The environment thus stamps the growth zones as  
well a s  the appearance of the winter rings on the scale in a matltler 
characteristic for tile locality. 
But also within a limited area there is a variation in the growth of 
the young herring probably due to the different growth cor~ditio~ls iri 
the Inore open parts of the coastal waters and in the fjords, and 3 
selectiot~ takes place in different gro'ups according to the size attained. 
The more fast  growing groups of a year brood seem to disappear from 
the coastal waters at an earlier age than the slow growing fish. 
By an analysis of the appearance of the winter rings it was found 
ihat the herrin'gs in the oceanic tintenmediate stage and the recruit spaw- 
ners a t  the west coast of Norway were composed of fish of southern 
a s  well a s  northern origin and the study of the growth has confirmed 
this conclusion. 
Followii~g the immigration of one and the same year class to 
the group of spawners a t  the west coast it has been demonstrated that 
the stock of young herring is split up in groups with different growih 
and origin which attain ~naturity at  different age. The spawning groups 
first appearing at  an age of 3 and 4 years are composed of very fast 
growing fish of southern origin. At  an  age of 5 years a new group corn- 
posed of less fast growing fish of soutl~ern a s  well a s  northern origlil 
appears and at  an age of 6 and 7 years the more slow growing fish 
of northern origin arrive. It thus seems to be a correlatiorl between the 
growth rate and the time for the attainment of sexual maturity. 
When all the young herring of a year class have been transferred 
to the group of spawr~ers  this group must represent a rnixture of diffe- 
rent growth types. Through the pecu1,iar appearance of the ))spawning<{ 
rings on the scale we have a mean to divide the older spawners in the 
,original spawning-groups accorlding to the age at  First spawning. The 
groups separated in this manner represent not only the same compo- 
sition a s  regards southern or northern origin, but also the same growth 
types a s  actually observed in the different groups of recruit spawners 
immigrated in the preceeding years. This is a final proof on the correct- 
ness of the determination of the >>spawning<< rings. 
According to the fact that the fast growing young herring attain 
maturity a t  an  earlier age than the slow growing fish one must expect 
decreasing values for the first years growth with increasing age wheu 
treating the y o u ~ ~ g e r  age groups of mature herring where an  immi- 
gration talies place. Not till all the fish of a year class have re.ached 
maturity one can expect constant values. This confirms the explanation 
given by L e a for >)the phenomenon of apparent change in growth ratecc. 
When the fish have begun the development of the sexual products :t 
decrease in growth takes place  and one can thus distinguish between 
periods of vegetative and propagative growth. Fish with a small initial 
growth, has a longer vegetative growth period than that of fish wit21 
a great initial growth where the early matilrity depresses the growth ar 
an earlier age. 111 this manner a phenonlenon of compensatory growth 
accrlrs and the difference in length of the fish with different initial 
growth will disappear w ~ t h  increasing age. 
It has further beer1 demonstrated that the growth types A, B, C of 
the spawning herring are not ho~nogeno~ts  bill represe~lt a mixture of 
fish of different growth types and origin which can be separated accor- 
ding to the scale types. It has been shown that all the growth types 
found among the fat  herring In liortherli Norway can be reencountered 
the group of span7ners at  the Norwegian west coast, a t ~ d  the opinion 
of 0 t t e s t a d that only fish of the A type of the norther11 fa t -herr~ng 
migrate to the spawning grounds at  the west coast does not hold good. 
Owing to the heterogeneity of the A, B and C types a selection 
G!: one of these growth-types, by treating the growth of the younger 
age g roups  of mature herring, cat1 not eliminate vthe phenomenon of 
apparent change in growth rate.<< 
The analysis of the growth has thus confirmed the interpretation 
of the different appearance of the winter rlngs and the conclusions 
drawn a s  regards the migration of the young herring and the immi- 
gralion to the group of spawners at the west coast. Combined obser- 
vations on the types of winter rings and on the growth calculated from 
measurements on the summer zones have also elucidated some growti1 
problems of general biological interest. 
A comparison of the spawning herring from 
northern and southern Norway. 
Ln the previous discussiort of the composition aild origin of thz 
Norwegian s l~aw~lir lg  stocli I have exclusively treated the herring 
spawriing at the west coast. 
- l l ~ e  corninoil op~nion  has been that tile total stock of Norwegia1.1 
herring spawns at the west coast. The large herring appearing off the 
Mare-Tr~~lcielag coast it1 the winter were supposed to migrate south- 
wards for spawning later in the season at the south west coast. 
My investigations on the distrib~ttioil of the spawning places based 
3s well on the occttrrence of newly hatchet1 larvae as on direct localiziiigs 
of the herring roe on the coc?slal banlts by means of the bottoulii grab 
have, llowever, shown that spawning taltes place along a great part of 
fhe Norwegian coast. One Eiiii3s spawning centers at the West coast, 
a t  the More-Trondelag coast and in northern Norway as fa]- north ds 
Vesterile1-1. 
My racial analyses (1933, 1935, 1936) of the spring herring fro111 
!he southwest coast and fro111 the more tlortherti spawiii~ig places iiave 
showil a real tlifferel~ce in the rvlean il~~tiiber of vertebrae wliich fact 
indicates that we  here have to d o  with different groups of spawners 
wit11 inore or less i~idepei-ident zones of migration. 111 the same inanl~er 
I have s l ~ o w n  that tile large herring shoals which appear north of 
Berger~ and at the M ~ r e  coast are not iderltical with the spaw~liiig slloals 
at the southwest coast, but 111ust migrate to  other spawning grounds. 
The Norwegiatl spr i~ ig  herring stock thus seetils not to  be s o  
liornogenous as  forti~erly supposed but is coinposed of different groups 
of spawners itn~iiigrating t o  different spawning centers along the coasl. 
Of special interest is the existence of spawning herring in northern 
Norway. 
0 t l e s t a d (1934) means that his analysis of the growth of fhn 
Norwegian herring confirms my supposition of a northern spawning 
gro'up. 0 t t e s t a cl writes: >>The opinion at which ure have arrived 
of the life history of the herring differs froin the preliminar descriplio~l 
by H j o r  t (19'14) therein that the growth definitely indicates the existertce 
of two Norwegian herring stocks, a southern allc1 a northern one. This 
opinion is based on the fact that there is only a portion of the northern 
fat-herring stock, viz. the individuals of the A-type or only a portion 
of them, which later join the southern large anti spring herring shoals. 
This agrees well with the results arrived at by investigations o i  the 
spawning grouncl~s. As pointed out by R u 11 n s t r o .In (1933, I )  the 
chart showing the occurrence of tiewly hatched herring larvae, repro- 
duced in fig. 28 is not cor~iplete. But still we must be entitled to  suppose 
that there are, broadly speaking, two separafe large areas for the 
spawning of the herring.(( 
Through the conclusions of 0 t t e s t a d to  a certain degree confir~tl 
my opinion I must state that the proof on the existence of a northern 
herring stock given by 0 t t e s t a d does not hold good. As I have 
shown i chapter 3, all the three growth types A, B, C found among the 
northern fat herring by 0 t t e s t  a d can be reencountered among the 
spring herring in southern Norway and the basis for 0 t t e s t a d's far  
reaching coticlusions thus fails. In spite of this the existence of spawning 
places in northern Norway remains a fact and it was of cours,e of great 
interest t o  trace these northern shoals and examine representative samples 
o'f the herring. There has in later years often appeared spent o r  recovering 
large herring some time after the end of the spawning season in ~ ior ther r~  
Norway. L e a (1929 11) was  of t l ~ e  opinion that this herring representerl 
flsh which had spawned earlier in the season at the south.ivest coast 
and which then were ~iiigrating riorthwards. 
Especially in the year 1932 1 got  a good material of this herring. 
They appeared in Lofoten and VesterAlen rather early in the season in the 
middle of April, and although the majority of the fish were spent the 
existence of some yet ripe herring indicated that they must have spawneJ 
a rather short lime before they were caught. With the linowledge of th? 
spawning grounds at the westside of Lofoten and Vesterslen I suspected 
that this herring really represented the northern spawning group. During 
my later investigations in this area I have been credibly infornied that tll: 
herring found it1 that year at first appeared on the outer sitle of Vester- 
glen where they were caught by the fishermen with ground nets as 
spawning herring. Then the herring immigrated to  the inner parts o f  
Vesterslen anct Lofoten where a fishery with purse seines on the speni 
fish took place. 
In the East three jears I have niade crueses ivrth h%,S ))Johan Hlort 
111 northern Norway in the sprrrrg :ii order to iocal.tze the spawning 
g r o ~ l r ~ d s  more thoroughly. 111 1931 i trmed to frnd the herrlng roe wiih 
the bottom grab  on the baillis ISI the open sea ou t s~de  Vester5ler1, b ~ t t  
hard weather and the vast exte~zsnon oi the banks made this a very 
drificult task. 
I visited this disirict iii the following year 1935 1 recelved 
h e  ~~mformation that an unusual i1sher.i- occurred In the Inner parts oi 
the Andfjord a short clistailce north of '\7ester21e~~. Thls district is n 
1j]:,lcal f a t  herring ciistrict and Ihe llsherillen were surprisecl to flnd '1 
,,sort.. of herring whlch was strange to them. 
I could personally state that we here had lo do with real spr ing 
herrmg w h ~ c h  had imm~grated into the fjords In order to spawn [here. 
The nets were coverecl with fertilized "nrrlng roe from the ripe herring. 
- 3he spawnlrlg herrrng occurred here from the etict of March io the b2- 
glnnrng of April. I t  1s probable that special conclltio~~s 111 this year have 
caused an ~mnuigration Into the fjords of berrlrlg which normally spawn 
on the banks outslde the coast. I c o ~ ~ l t l  then in April state the occurrence 
of spawning herring in the outer paris of the skjzrgArd along the Norcl- 
land coast and northern Trondelag. A great material of herring s a m ~ l e s  
from varlous localit~es was collected 
In this yectr (1936) large I-rerrlng were observed In Vesteralen 
;x13d Troms already in January, but an immigration of spawnlng herriing 
111to the fjords later in the season slnlilar lo that IJI the previious year 
drcl 11ot take place In thrs clistr~ct. However, single small catches showed 
$hat  spawning herrirlg were present btrt In small amottnts. The herrrng 
have apparently In this year spawned at a farther clistance from the 
coast, but some crurses made 011 the ope11 sea in order to localize herring 
shoals by echo soundings farled to gn7e posltlve results. 
The investigations In northern Nor\vay have ihus given a sure 
proof oil the presence of a noribern gro~ii:, of spawners and we have got 
a goocf material for comparison with the souther11 groups. The (mean 
13umber of vertebrae IS slightly lower than that of the spring herr lnr  
from the M ~ r e  coasl, but the herring from both these areas show a 
~ntarked difference froin the s p n n g  herring at  the southwest coast (Roga- 
land- Hordaland) (compare R u n 11 s t  r ii m 1936. tl more extensive 
report on the racial analysrs will be giver? In a later work). A s  regards 
the age comlsositlon the h e r r ~ n ~ g  from northern Norway in 1932 were 
represented by the same year classes a s  those of the spring herring froin 
ihe more southern spawnitlg grounds. The sprlng berrrng from northern 
Norway and M ~ r e  coast were, however, characterized by the dominance 
of the year class 1922 which year class played a less important part  
among the spring herrln~g froln the west coast. Is the year IQ35 the 
herring frolnl northern Norway conslsled ~ n a ~ n i y  of the year class 1930 
which also appearecl 111 great amounts a s  recru~f spawners on the 
southern spawning grounds. 
Table 20. Spring herring 1932. Composition as regards 
southern (S) and northern (N) origin. 
I Northern 
Age at 1st Scale , West Coast M ~ r e  - T r ~ n d e l a g  Norway 
-- -- 
spawnlllg I t )  pe Nr. 0," Nr. 1 0 o Nr. O/o 
In table 20 1 have given the coinposition of the spring herrlng froin 
Ihe three reglons: the West coast, the Rilm-e-Trondelag and northern 
Norway in the year 1932 according to an ana~lys~s  of the w ~ n t e r  nngs .  
The material IS separated 11n different spawrl~ing groups a c c ~ r ~ d ~ ~ ~ g  to the 
age at f ~ r s t  spawnlng ancl In each spawning group the i n d ~ v ~ d u a l s  a re  
div~idecl accor-ding to southern (S) o r  northern (N)  origin based on the 
appearance of the coastal nngs .  
A s  prev~ously cle~nonstrated the spring herring from the west coast 
are composed of about equal parts of flsh grown up in southern a n 3  
northern Norway (S = 48,6 O/o, N = 51,-1 0 1 0 ) .  111 bhe lowest section of 
table 20 one f~nds ,  however, that the spawning herring froill k't~re- 
Tronclelag for the most part are recruited from young herr~i lg of northern 
orligltl ( N  = 67,s O / o )  and In northern Norway the spawning herring 
consist of about 81 " 0  of fish of northern or lg~n .  
As regards the scale types ~t thus seems that the different spawning 
commutl~lties are composed of components of as  well southerti as north err^ 
origin and that is only a cjuant~tative drfference in the cornpositior~ 
111 the ltnanner lhat the relat~ve number of herring of northern or lgi i~ is 
i~lcreasing t~ortl-twarcls. 
The young h e r r ~ ~ l g  with coastal winter rlngs of the > tlorther~l~r type 
cover, however, a very large area from Ti-onclelag to Ftnnrnarlten and 
the appearance of the wlnter rings does not tell anytiling abottt In wh~clr 
part of this area the herring have grown up. 
We also linow from Russian ~nvestlgatrotls that a considerable 
stock of young herring exists at the Mt~rman coast. Accordlilg to 
A w e r i n z e w (1935) these herrings represent uilrlpe fish oif an age 
sel~ciotn inore than four years, and irnat~~re f ~ s h  have never been observed. 
f l e r r ~ n g  fry can he observed already in August. R a b i n e r s o n (1925) 
has regarded these fish as young herring of the Norwegian lierring stocli. 
M a k u s c h o k (1932) tries, however, to sliow that there exists a 
special herring race in the Barents Sea which also spawns on hitherto 
unknown spawning places situated in thls area. M a li u s c h o k means 
that the about one year old herring which are fou111d at the Murnia!~ 
coast cannot have drifted the long way from the spawning grounds at 
the southwest coast of Norway during this time. My investigation 
(1934 11) on the clistribution of the herriilg I'arvae ,malies it, however, 
very probable that the fry can drift iroiin the tiewly discovered spawning 
places 111 northern Norway to the Murman coast in the course of the 
f ~ r s l  summer. While newly hatched [larvae are founld at VesterAlen it1 
March and A p r ~ l ,  older pelagic larvae are observed in the eastern part 
of Flnnmarken (outside Varangerfjord) already in June and July. It 
1s therefore not unreasonable to suppose that tile herring fry which 
according to A w e r i n z e w occur at the Murman coast in August 
lcriginate frolm the spawning places 111 northern Norway. 
A w e r I n z e w (1935) IS also of the salme opinion anld mentions 
that there are no facts that lndi~cate the presence of an indivildual herring 
race at the Murman coast. FIe writes further: )>Bell11 Vergleich der 
hier aufgeziihltei~ Tatsachen nilt dern, was iiber dlie Laichgebiete, d:? 
Art und Zeit der Verteiluiig der Jungfrsche an der Kiiste Norwegens, 
sowie iiber andere charaliterlstische Besoncterheiten der norwegischen 
CI. haiengus-Rasse aus den vorziigl~cherl Arbeitetl E i n a r L e a s und, 
in den Ietzien Jahrfn, : i ~ s  den Arbelten R u n n s t r o 111 s bekannt 
geworcle~~ ]st, muss lllelrtes Erachiens rrnu~nwuilden cler Schluss gezoge:~ 
werden, dass die Mur1n;tn-Mer~nge als Jungfrsche der ~~orwegischen  
Rasse zu deuten smd,  dte vom Strotn welt nordoshvarts getrieben worderl 
sind unld die dann wiihrencl ihrer ersten 4-6 Lebensjal~re s ~ c h  a n  der  
A4urn1an-Kiiste aufhaltien. Als I_aichgebiet liann filr diese CI. hnvengris 
lrlcht bloss d ~ e  S t a d t - K n s n s c  Region (M~re-Ktiste) seln, so11derr-i 
ha~~ptsiichlich die Lofoten-Vesteralen Region.(( 
Table 21. Year-class 1930. 
~ 
I 
Year OE i Growth iilcretnei~ts 
, Locality Nr. ______ _ _ _ _ _  - 
I 
1 t 1  , t 2  t 3  t 4  t 3  
I I I I 
' Skolpenbank , 7 I 1933 202 9.51 5 30 4.00 I 
I 
- I - Fa! 1 
- 1-I 
herring 1 
I Landegofjord '22 V i i l  1832 83 1050 4 , 4 9 0  
Bod0 1 i - 1  - 
I I 1 Kas f jo rd  1 8. 1" 1935 109 9 6 5  5.07 421  4.14 2 7 9  
I North. Norw. I 
- I- Sprij1g , Bokn , 8 111 1935 
herring , \Vest coast 
A w e r i n z e w 1~111;rl-lis about the appearance of the winter rings 
on the scale of the h l ~ ~ n n a n  herring: ))Es 1st zu vernlerken, dass bei 
rler Untersuchung der Schuppen solche von Idorcl - wie auch voim Siid- 
typus (nach L e a s Term~rrologre) also solche n ~ i t  schasf ausgepragten 
~ t n d  ~ungeliehrt I I I I~  ve rschworn~~~ene i~  V(7lnterrlngen vorgefunden sind. 
Schuppen des letzten T ~ p r r s  ixachen 15-20 010 odes noch well~ger aus  .\ 
This pro13ortion of ))norbhern<< and >)southern\< types 1s very silnl~lar to 
that fotrnrl anlong the northerr; Norwegian spawnlrlg herring (table 20) 
It 1s thus resonable to suppose that the herrlng of northern origln 
which 1o1n the spawning shoals appearing 111 northern and souther11 
Norway originate froin drfierent areas of the northern waters. 
The spawnlng herring 111 ilorthern Norway may be recru~ted rnailllv 
fro111 young hernng- grown ap at the Murman coast while the young 
herri~ng fro111 the comnloml a:;t herrrng cllstricls 111 northern Norway m21y 
illlgrate to more soulherri ep;?wninq grounds. 
As the yotrrrg herrlrig apparently 11ve under less f~vourab le  
temperature condl~trons at  the Murman coast that1 at the Atlantic coast 
of the i~orthern Uorway one ought to expect a growth differerlce betweei~ 
the young herring groups ~ n h a b i t ~ n g  these areas. 
I have at  my d~sposa l  a representatwe sample of young herriilg 
from the Skolpen bank 111 the Barents Sea caught by Mr.  I v e r s e n' s 
fishery expedition in January 1933. 
Thls  sa~mple co i~ ta~ned  mainly f ~ s h  of the yearclass 1930 the same 
year class which appeared as  spawnlng hernng  on the northern a s  well 
a s  southern spawnlng places 111 the year 1935. A coiilparlsorl of chesz 
yotlng herr~r lgs  with fish of the same year class caught at Bod0 in 
Nordland August 1932 shows a rather dlssimrlar growth. 
The herrlng from Sltolperl bank had an average length of only 
IS,S1 cm while the yourlger herring from Bod0 had reached an ~tverdge 
length of 21,60 crn 111 figure 10 and table 21 the d~fferent growth rates 
are clearly demonstrated. I t  1s apparent that the herring from the 
Barents Sea have a slower growth rate then that of the young herring 
from northern Norway. 
If the northern eleinellis of the spawning herring In northern and 
southern Norway originate from different northern areas, vlz. northern 
Norway and the Rilurlnia~l coast, a slrnllar growth difference ouight to be 
expected a s  that f o ~ l ~ l d  between the young herrlng fro111 the two areas. 
The lnaterlal of spring herrlng from the year 1935 glves a good 
opportunit) to compare the growth of h e r r ~ n g  froin different spawning 
places along the Norwe,a!sii coast. -4s prev~ously rnent~ot~ed the year 
class 1930 a p ~ ~ 3 1 - ~ d  zs  r~r :~l i t  spawners along the who!e coast from 
the southern part  of Troms d ~ s t r ~ c t  In the riorth to the Oslo fjord in t h ~ i  
south Allnost all the recruit spawners represer~ted f ~ s h  of the same 
scale type nart~e!y h , L~ + O  ,2rl(i which thus had lrved their first three 
&inters In noriilerrl coastai water; and their fotrrtli wiilter rn  the ocean 
w h ~ l e  they appeared on the d~fferent spawnlng grounds 111 thelr fifth 
wlilter. The whole inater~al is not yet worked up but I have In the 
lower sect~on of flg. 10 glven the growth curves for spawnmg herring from 
three different spawning localities: I. Kasfjord In northern Norway; 
11. Bo1c11 at the southwest coast north of S t a v a ~ ~ g e r  and ;  111. L~rldesr~es  
ln southern Norway The average length of the sprlrig herrlng from 
(he three areas was 25,8G, 29,19 and 29,80 cm. These figures show th:tt 
~t is a considerable d~fference 111 growth between the spawning her r l~ ig  
frctll ~iortherti Norway and the herring of the same year class and the 
same scale type from southern Norway. The d~agra rns  In fig. 10 demon- 
m a t e  that thls growth d~fference is present already In the first years 
of hfe (t,- t ) when all the f ~ s h  vet !wed as  young herrlng I ~ I  northern 
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year class 1930 ! 
coastal waters. One sees also that the values for tl- t ,  of the spawning 
herring fro111 northern Norway correspond very well to the growt:r 
dimensions of the young herrlng from Skolpen banli, while the spawning 
herring from souihern Norway has higher values imore ~orrespon~rlling 
to those of the young herring froin Bodo. 
I t  is thus very probable that the herrings which spawned in tlorthern 
Norway in 1g35 were identical with the fish which were found a s  
young herring in the Barents Sea in January 1933, while the y o ~ i n g  
herrings from northern Norway (Bodo) apparently have joinecl more 
southern spawning shoals. 
In the further course of the Llfe history of the spawning herring, 
when they adopt a n  oceanic mode of life in the fourtf~ and fifth year, 
the growth difference ( t,, ij fig. 10) is still more pronounced. This  
IS apparently caused by the migration southwards to more favourable 
growth conditions of the young herring spawning in southern Norway 
while the herring spawning in northern Norw"ay remain in a more 
tlnfavourable environment. 
I t  is probable io suppose that the northern spav~ning herilng 
rn the oceailic rnterrrled~ate stage l ~ v e  In the open waters of the Barents 
Sea and this is in accordance with the opinlon of A w e r I n z e w (1935) 
u7ho wrltes: ))Die Arbeiten niit Trelbnetzen, dre r l i ~  Anschl~iss an d ~ e  
Xngaberr dieser Karte irn Barentsnleer altsgefuhrt worden S I I ~ C ~ ,  gestat- 
tei-en n?ir, d ~ e  Richtiglreit der Ans~cht  E L e a s bezirgllc!: des Bestellens 
ellies ozean~schen Stacl~urr~s im Leben der norm eglsckien CI. harengrrs- 
Rasse zu bestatlgen In elner 200 ittellen ~ r n d  daruber von der 
Kuste entfeintea Region habe ~ c h  111 einer gewlssetr j ah tesze~t  grossere 
Sch\varme fetter, unreifer, vierlahriger uncl a l t e~er  H e r ~ n g e  getroffen<< 
IIT d i s ~ t ~ s s i l i g  the hie hlstory of the N o r w e g t ~ r ~  he1 rivg O t t e s t ;I d 
(1934) assumes a southern Norwegian herring stocli spawliliig along 
the west coast rioitltwards to Mole arid a northelri Norwegiai~ heri-1117 
stock s l ~ a w n ~ i i g  on the banks outside Vester5len artd Lofoten accorcltn:; 
to my ~nvest~gatiorts The fry fronl the last lneilllolied spawniiig places 
form according to 0 t t e s t  a d ail essential pal t of the northern fat- 
herring shoals, and the main part  of these flsh i e i ~ i r l ~ s  to the northern 
spawning grounds a s  matttre herring. 
Acco~ ding to 111y evper~eiice I frnd that such z dlstriicl separat10:1 
tn two Norwegian herring stoclts do not exactlv answer to the sect] 
facts 111 1935 1 observed a rather continuous spawiilng along the 
coast from the southern part of Trorns to Mole arm f r o ~ n  the Hauge- 
sund distrtct along the southwest and southeril coast !G  the Oslofjord. A 
sharp  Liinit between the spawning places in no~il-bern Norwaj1 and 
those a t  the Allore coast d ~ d  not eutst. Also 113 iespect to the r a c ~ a l  
characters such a s  the mean number of ver teb~ae there 1s a great?: 
s~rnl lar~t \ l  between the s ~ a w n i n g  herring froin northem Norway and 
the itilore coast than between the herring from the More and the 
southwest coast which probably is caused by the clrcu~nsiance that thc 
spawntiig groutlds 1101th of Stadt a le  mote ~nfluenceu by Atlantic waier 
than the coast south of Stadt (compare fig. 11) 
The young h e ~ r i n g  fry drift with the coastal cirr~ent northwsrds 
t:om the spawnltig places altliough a past of the117 ~1rzdoab!1\7 can re~naiii 
In the fjords of the area were they are  hatclied I n  ?he coulse of the 
summer the herring f r l  a le  d ~ s t r ~ b u t e d  along 495 whole leglon froin 
southern N o r w a ~  to the A~lurnian coast I t  is dmff?:~~;di to decide fro111 
which spawning grounds the frv 111 the different ~egroi ls  originate, but 
a marked graduation 111 tlie mean number of \eriebrne $1-om south to 
north ~ndicates that theie 1s 110 complete rnlwng . f  ;he frv from the 
ihfi'erent hatching places f R  u n 11 s t r 6 m 1933) F;itlra iGe experience 
oi tbe condit~ons In the Barelits Sea one must R - ~ L I -  e :'isat the young 
h e r r q  in this area rnaln1.i~ origulate from the - - rLz~--rne places in 
Fig. 11. The circulation of the Norwegian Sea according to Hrllarid-Hansen and 
Nansen (1909). 
northern Norway 2nd that the young herring 111 northern Norway t o  
a great e ~ f e n l  are  hatched 111 more southern areas. 
As I have shown In the present paper the fat herring from 
northern Norway in contrary to the assurnptroi~ of 0 t t e s t a cl plays 
a great part  in the forillation of the souther11 spawning shoals. 
Wherr the young het-ring leave the coast 111 order to adopt an 
oce:inrc rnode sf life L e a  (1929 11) assulxes that the fish from tbz 
different coastal regions meet In a cerrtral area probably sltuated in the 
southern part of the Norwegian Sea \\here they then develop to n~dlur? 
fish and form shoals of recruit spawners LVith the knowledge of the 
precensp of diffeient spawni i~g  groups along the coast with d~llerent 
mean numbers of vertebrae ancl clifferent coruposition a s  regarcis th: 
northern and souther11 oilgirt of the fish ~t is, however, d~fficult to 
assume one coininon illeeliilg place. One must rather assume that thc3 
young herrings 111 the ~ntermedlate stage frequent different areas of the 
ocean, and ~t is probeble that the systein of currents in the Norwegian 
Sea has a great influence on the groupii~g of the oceanic her r~ng .  Ar 
seen in the figure I 1  (from I-l e 1 1 a n d - H a n s e n aild N a 1 s e n 1909) 
there evist is1 the ocean different cyclonic systems. Such vortex nzlovements 
occur in the North Sea, in the southern and northern parts of the Norwe- 
gian Sea and in the Bareills Sea i t  is reasonable to suppose that the 
inigration of the herring to a great evtent is directed by the current system 
and that the young herrlng emigrating from the dlffereni coastal regions to 
the ocean will be >>caught(( by the different cyclon~c systems. The current 
system wsll thus support the format1011 of inore o r  less separated groups of 
oceallic herring w h ~ c h  originate froin d~fferent coastal regions. Accorcl~ng 
to the current system it is t o  be expected that he r r~ng  emigrating fro111 the 
\vest coast and the southern part of northern Norway to a great extenl 
will be mixed in the cyclonic system of the southern Nor-wegian Sect 
while herring of more northern origin will dominate In tho ~iortherrl 
cycloilic systenls. In this way one can understand the different co11~posi- 
tlon of the shoals of recru~t  spanrilers lrnilligrating t o  the cllfferent parts 
of the coast as regards'southern and northern origin as delnonstrateil 
in table 20. Thus in my opinlon one cannot assu~rle two strictly 
separated herring stocks, but the Norwegian herring stock IS cornposed 
of different groups of spawners w ~ t h  more o r  less separated areas of 
~nigra t io~l  which are influenced by the current qstein Influenced by the 
dlfferent external conditions on the spawning g rou~ lds  along the coast 
the various groups of spawners can show a difference In the mean number 
of vertebrae, but they are not t o  be regarded as  different races (R u n n - 
s t  r o m 1933) and an interchange between the offspring from the dif- 
ferent hatching centres along the coast occurs utldoubted. 
On  the fact that 20--30 years ago  one dld not know of such great 
masses of young herring at the Murlnan coast a s  have been observed 
in recent years A w e r i n z e w (1935) raises the quest~on if the biology 
of the Norwegian herring have changed in the last period in the manner 
that the spawniilg places have been displaced northwards 
That certain changes really occur we know through the exrsiencs 
of good periods in the history of the he r r~ng  Eisherles ~nterruptecl by a 
d~sappearance of the lzerriilg from the common spawning grounds In  
Ihe latter haif of the last century the herring disappeared ainlost entirely 
Eroin the comrnon flsfalng places at the southwest coast dunng  a shorter 
period nrhlle at the same time great masses of large herring immigrafetl 
to the coastal reglor1 of norther11 Norway Ailany observations inclicate, 
Iiowet~er, that herring rvzre present also in southern Norway but that 
rhes spatvned on more outer banks in the open sea I t  is then a qoestloo 6 dy 
if the occurrence of spatvning herring 111 northern Xorway as  observed ;B 
In the last pears represents a ne\tT phenomenon Ally study ori the 
occurrence of newly hatched herring larvae ~ndicates, however, that 
spawning rnust have taken place in this area during a rather long 
period Already In the year 1909 larvae were observecl but regular 
observat~ons are  lacking. Nor the yield of the sprlng I-~erring fishery 
on the west coast has shown 3 decreasing tendency which should 
tndicate a displacement of the spawniilg groups I t  is, however, ot 
~mportance to study thls j~roblem thoroughly and ~t is reasoriable to 
suppose that ~ a ~ i a t l o n s  i ~ ~ - k c u r r e i ~ t  systern IS of great consequeuc< <+-- 
ior this phenomer~on. In orcier to  stucly t o  tvhtch degree displacei~~ei~is 
of: the spawning occur along the coast I have in the Last years made 
regular observatzons on ;he quanlltatlve cl~str~butlon of the herrinir roe \ 
In various spairaiiig areas corebioed with observat~ons on the variation 
111 th? hydrographical conditions. I 
T h e  recruitment of the Norwegian spawning stock. 
L e a (1930) has in his ~mporian-i paper >iMortality in the Tribe of 
l<orwegizn Herring<% calculated the coefficient of rerllailence for the 
group of mature spawnlng fish. Thns calculation is based on the relatlvc 
age-tlistribution of the Norwegliaa spnng  herring established for a long 
scrles o i  years (1907-1928). L e a  comes to the result that 0,81 repre- 
sents the best value ior the calculable coefficient of remanence. That 
means that 81 per cent of ihe spa\xlnrng stocli will survive after the 
Iapse of one year or  expressed rr-r mother  iilanner ihat the i~lortalitv rs 
19 per cent. Xi: was  then posseble t o  construct a part of 
-- 
terms nail approxinlate ideal age d~stribution for the group of spawners 
rn the Norwegian tribe of herlang, ihat 1s an age-distribtition, wherr 
-7 the effect of the fluciuat~ons sn /;he rlcrrnerical strength of the different 
year-classes are eliminated.. . As the group of spawners every year 
leceives ail acldition of young herring spawilicg for the first time clt. 
an  age f io i~ i  3-7 years (recrtraissg~a~ii~ers) rt was in the strtdy of th: 
effect of niorlality necessary to exclemcie these age groups which ~riay be 
affected by immigration. In f ~ g  "r 2 have reproducecl the ))mortality 
curve.< given by E e a (1930) rn: hrs frg. 3. The curve is based on the 
study of ~ndlviduals more than h years of age and is extrapolated back- 
n7ards t o  the age of nil. The e:-izgsnncal values for average age clistribt~tion 
oi the spawnrng stock (1907-lKiB88j are represented by black dots. On? 
irnds that the part of the curve whl~ch represents flsh older then '7 years 
corresponds well with the coreesponclitlg emp~rical values, w h ~ l e  ihe 
d~s t r~but ron  of the age groups v:here ~nimigration takes place mdst b: 
deterlnlned eiiip~rrcally. Frorn ,in age of 7 years the spawnlng stock 1s 
thus recluced accorcllng to a ~-i~cnraFniy rate of 19 per cent The yoanger 
gear groups of the spawrlrng -~?r r ,ng  are affected by the ~~i-rr~iigration 
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of the recruit spawners from the stock of young herring a s  well as  
by the rate of mortality. 
It will of course be of importance t o  study the renewal of the 
spawning stoclt as well as  the mortality, and L e a has also treated this 
proble~n on the basis of the calculated mortality curve and the empirical 
values f o ~  the average age distribution. L e a writes: >>If the curve ~ n a v  
be assumed to  hold for the younger individuals (3 t o  6 years) actually 
incorl~orated in the group of spawners, then some idea can be forlned 
co~lcerning the transfer of the inc!ividunls from the stock of immature 
fish to the group of spawners cluring the critical ages 3 t o  6 years. By 
corrll~aring the height of the ordinates to the dots (empirical Frequency) 
with the height of the ordinates t o  the moriality curve (expressing the 
supposed total n n l n b ~ r  oi ~ r ~ i i r ~ : l d ~ ~ a l s  of the age groups'8 1% ~!-ill be seen 
ihat oi the age-group 3 e\:iclentlv only a very sn~a l I  fractron is transferred 
i o  rhe group of spawners, v,~hile the rest of the age-group is still 
~mmature .  .4t the age of 4 years aborrt 28 per cent of the supposed 
total number have been ~ n c l ~ ~ d e c l  in the g roup  of spa\$-ners, at the age of 
5 years about 70 per cent and at the age of 6 years about 88 per cent\<. 
111 this manner it 1s pos~ble to find the difference between the sup- 
posed total nttn~ber of ~nciiviclu~ls and the number p ~ c s e n t  ~n the group 
of spawners For each ?f the ;kg€-groups and L e a has dr;rwn s >>select~oi~ 
curve.< w h ~ c h  separates Ihe imnialure portion of the ind~viduals in the 
age-groups from the port1011 ivhlch is ~ncluded ~n the group of spawners. 
As demonstrated in the present paper one can ilett-r;nine the numbtr 
of spawning rings 011 the scale of each single fish and one bas here 4 
riew method to study the l ec iu i t~ng  of Ihe spawliing stocli 
Irlstead of separating the sprlng h e r r ~ n g  in clrfferent year classes 
(ilsh born in the sclme year) one can separate the old spaivners 111 
drfferetlt spawning-classes j f ~ s h  spawning for the frrst time in the salrnc 
year). In table 6 the spawning stoclc at  the west coast In the year 1932 
\\-as treated 111 this manner and separated rn fish spawnir-rg for the 
frrst time In the years 1917-1932. Each spawn~ng-class  1s also separated 
xi different s p a w n ~ r ~ g - g r o t ~ p s  (3-8) according to the age at  first 
spawning. Each vertical column shows then the real compos~tion of the 
recruit spawners In the years 1917-1932. In the column farthest to tllci 
r g h t  one gets the average cornposit~on of the diffen-eni spawning classes 
h s  regards the spawnrng-groups. 
In the upper sect1011 of table 22 1 have g1ver-r this a lerage composi- 
t ~ o n  of the total number of sprlng herring arialyseri 111 the year 1932. 
One f111ds that the h e r r ~ n g  ~rnrn~grated to the s p a w n ~ n g  shoais at nn age 
of 3 to 8 years, and the relative values show how great part  of the total 
stoclc ~rnmigrated at  an  age of 3 to S years. I t  is then supposed that tlie 
dif~ferent spawni~~g-groups  have the same rate of mortal~ty.  One finds 
rn accordance wlth L e a that the influx of 3, 7 and 8 years old recrult 
spawners is rather ins~gnificant and that the main inElux takes place 
at an age of 4, 5 and 6 years. I find that at  the age 9 4 years about 
22 per  cent of the total number have been included 111 the group of 
spawners, at the age of 5 years aborrt 69 per cent, and at  Ihe age of 
6 years about 94 per cent, which agrees rather well w ~ t h  the corre- 
c oncling values given by L e a namely 28, 70 and 88 per cent. ED 1 have in f ~ g .  12 n~arked off with a cross the relative nuiliber of 
fish present In the group of spawl~ers  for each of the age groups 3-1; 
on the respective ordlinates of the rnorial~ty curve accord~ng to my 
estrmatrons. One find that ~ n y  esti~llaflons (crosses) based on the 
eteter:nlrrai~clr~ of ihe spawning rlngs on ;ilateriai fro111 a s111gle 
season show a very good agreement wlth the average age disiribut~o:~ 
(black dots) glven by L e a for. a long serles of observailons (1907- 
1928). Thls gooci agreemrrlt must be regarlded as a further proof 3ii 
Ihe corsecines of the deterininat~o~ls of the spawnlng rmgs on the scale. 
Table 22. Average age-composition of the group of Recruit-spawners. 
1 Age at 1st spaivr~itrg 
-- - 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Total 
- 
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It IS appare~t t  th3t the average age dlstrrbtrtron illdicated by the 
black dots in figure 12 glves a meail to approx~rnatdy estimate the 
- increase and decrease of a certalrl year class anlong the stock of spaw- 
ning herrlng. At an age of 3 to 6 years the nulllber of spawning herr l~lg 
of a certalri year class wlll Increase according to the iinmlgration from 
the stock of immature herring. The Increase frolm one year to the next 
can be detean~~necl according to the ratio between the height of the 
ordinates to the black dots. From an  age of 8 years when all the 
herrtng have been transferred from the stock of young herring to the 
spawning group the number will decrease according to the rate of mor- 
ta l~ty One has thus here a rr~etl~od to calculate the relallve value of 
a certairi year class froin one year to the next year, anid this method may 
be utilized practicalilj In order to give a prognosis of the age distrib~rilor~ 
of the Norweg~a~ i  spnng  herring stocli calculated fro111 that of the Last 
y?ar. Such a prognosis has been given with good results by R o 11 e f - 
s e n (1935) for the Norwegian cod. R o 1 1 e f s e n has in two prelilmi- 
nary reports (1933, 1934) Illlade the assu~~ipt ion that the n a r ~  ow outer 
zones 011 the otoliths of the cod are  spawl l i~~g  zones. Work~ng  111s the 
otol~th ~na tena l  on this hypothesis R o 11 e f s e 11 finds nthai defintte 
riumericail regularities  may be formulated regarding the recruitrnent of 
the slirei stock wlth new spawners and also regat7d~n,d the mortality of 
the stocli. These rules might be numerical expressed by a system of 
factors, and we should therefore be able, gi\en an observed stock, with 
a1c1 of these factors to follow ~t theoretically exactly to its next stage of 
cievelopment. . . . . (  The good agreement between the age distribution 
czlculated and the actually observed demonstrated by R o 11 1 e f s e n 
(1935) glves a cotlvincing proof of the valicllty of his suppos~tion that 
the peculiar zones in the otoliths are spawnlng zones. 
The statenlent of spawning rings by the analysis of the rings on 
the scale of the Norwegian herring given in the present paper also 
supports the assulnption by R o i l e f s e 11. 
As regards the herring the analysis of the spawtling rings has 
given a clue to the study of the rules for the recruitment of the spawninq 
stock as previously shown. In figure 12 was  demonstrated the close agree- 
ment between tny results anld the distrlibution for the age groups where 
immigration Laltes place a s  detetimiried empirically by L e a. In this 
respect the analysis of the spawning groups of the Norwegian herring 
has not given any new results above that which L e a  already has de- 
mo11strateld but the agreement confirms the rilght interpretation of the 
spawning rings. 
The possibilitj~ to separate the herring of different origin according 
to the different appearance of the unorthernct and )~southerncr coastalwinter 
rrngs gives, however, a method to study the rules for the inlmigratiol 
of the different co~nponents of the spring herring. As aireadv mentioned 
111 a previous chapter the herring of southern origin develop to mature 
f ~ s h  earlier than the herring of northern origin. The diagrams in the 
upper section of figure 13 demonstrate the average age conlposition 
of the first time spawners (compare table 22) from the west coast when 
the whole spawning group is considered and when the spawners are 
separated in fish of southern (S) and northern (N)  origin. TI: can b: 
seen that the m a n  lnflus of recruit spawners of southern origin taltzs 
place at an  age of 4 and 5 years while the recruit spawners of rlorthern 
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origin mainly immigrate at an age of 5 and 6 years. The 4 years old 
recruit spawners are thus tilairily of souther11 and those 6 years aid 
nlainlp of norillern origin while there is a grcal i~lfluu of southern as 
wrll as northern fish at an age of 5 years. 
If or:e uses the average age corrlpositjorl gtvrn by L e a (figure 12) 
in order to  calculate the increase fro111 onc vcar to  the following one of 
the younger year classes of the spawning stocli where im~l~~igrat ion 
ialies place one must assume a constant composition of the various 
year classes a s  regards southern and 1101-thern conlponents. However, 
this supposition does not always holds good and the nlethod call there- 
fore in some cases give great errors in the prognosis a s  will he 
clemonstrated. 
In fjigure 14 1 have given the age distribution of the Norwegiari 
spring herring from the west coast in the pears 1934 and 1935. The 
? years old fi.sh in 1934 rep'resent the year class lcI30 which appeared 
on the spawning grounds for the first time in this season. From the" 
relative strength of the year class 1930 in the spawning season 1934 
one ought not expect that this year class wotlld play any great part 
in the renewal of the spa\r\rning stock in the following years. It was 
therefore unexpected that a very great influx of this year class took 
place in the year 1935 and the now 5 years old fish of this year class 
were quite dominating in the spawning stocli with a relative value of 
about 40 per cent. 
If one had tried to calculate the age distribution in 1935 from th~t t  
in 1934 according to the average age distribution given by L e a or 
from the curve for the total group of spawners in the t ~ p p e r  section 
of fig. 13 one had got a nluch smaller relative value for the year class 
1930 than acttlallp observed in the season 1935. According to this 
calculation the number of spawning fish of this year class would have 
increased some more then two times f ro~ l i  1934- to 1935 but the increase 
was much greater. 
An analysis of the origin of the spawners of the year class 1930 
according to the scale type gives, Ilowever, an explanation of the phe~lo- 
menon. From oul- experience a s  regards the general composition 
of the recruit spawners illustrated in the upper section of figure 13 one 
ought to expect that tlle 5 years old spawners consist of a greater portion 
of fish of southern than of norther11 origin. Ilowever, this was not the 
case in the year 1935. 7'he spawners of the year class 1930 consisted 
allnost exclusivelv of herring of northern origin and the im~nigration 
of the southern coniingent seems to have completely failed. The fish 
of this pear class pt-esent among the spawners in 1934 represented thus 
the first contingent of recruit spawnet-s of northern origin immigrating 
at an age of 4 pears. Looking on the curve for the age distribution 
of the recruit spawners of northern origin in f'ig. 13 one finds that 
tlie increase from 4 to 5 years is lnuch greater for the northern than 
for the southern contingent. Instead of calculating the increase of the 
year class 1930 frotn the year 1934 to the next year according to the 
axrerage age composition of the total g r w p  of spawrters one must ~ I I  
Fig. 14. 
Fig. 15. 
this case base the calcttlaiion on the average age conlposition of the 
~ ~ o r t l ~ e r n  colnponent. The increase will then be about 8 ti~lies instead 
of about 2 tinies and this corresponds better to what really happe~iecl. 
!I is ihus necessary to analyse the proportion of fish of southern and 
ilorthern origin anlong the age groups where an iii~migratio~i talws 
place and to treat the two groups separately. 
Sornewliat tlie same conditions as  found for the year class 19:30 
was inet with for tlie year class 1922. The recruit spaw~lers of this 
year class immigrating to the Norwegian west coast consisted main15 
of fish of norther~i origin. 
It is an interesting biological pheno~neno~l that ihe southern young 
herring stock of cerlai~i year broocls can fail almost completely. It is 
not probable to  suplsose that this may be due to a failure of the 
spawning or  hatching on Lhe southern spawning grounds. I t  is 
more reasonable to  assume that ilie herring fry liatchecl on the 
southerll spawning grounds to a great extent disapl~ear froin the 
southern coastal wa,ters 'in certain years due to a stronger driff 
nortl~wards than what usually occurs. In this Ilialiner a displacemerlt 
ilorihwards in the distributioi~ of the young herring can take place. 
It is likely that such a displacement of the young herring to more 
northern wat'ers will favour the irnlnigration to more northern spawning 
places and this can really be demonstrated as regards the year class 
1922. In figure 15 1 have given the age distributio~i of the different 
groups of spawners along the Norwegian coast in the year 1932 
arranged from north to south. One sees that the year class 1922 (10 
years old fish) who was mainly of northern origin plays s rather insigni- 
Bicant part in  the co~mp~osi~t~ion of the groul~  of spawners at the south west 
coast. The relative value for this year class Increases, however, nortliwarcls 
arid in northern Norway the 10 years old fish are dominating. This 
lseculiar distributio~l of the year class 1922 has not only been met wit11 
in  the year 1932 but for a serie of years. 
It is thus probable that the drift of the herring fry can 1~1ay :I 
part in the fluctuations in the strength of the year classes within .I 
certain group of spawtlers. 
As has been seeti in the previous chapter the various groups spaw- 
nirlg along tlie Norwegia~i coast have a cliffere~lt co~npositio~l as  regards 
the relative ~luniber of fish of southern and northern origin. One can not 
therefore expect that the different groups follow the same sule for the 
~"ecruitrnenb of the spriw~iing stock. In the lower section of figure 13 
I have given the average age coml~osition of the recruit spawners in 
the different areas of the Norwegian coast. One finds that the mean 
value for the age at first spawning illcreases from south to north. This 
1s in accorda~ice w ~ t h  the fact that the illore northern s p a w ~ ~ i i i g  grotips 
lo a gieater extetrt are 1-ecru~ied by fierriilg of ~iortherrl origin. One ca I 
1101 therefore apply the average age composit~on based on the group oi 
spawners at  the west coast on the norther11 groups. One finds, however, 
;i good agreeinertt between the age coinl~ositiot1 of the recruit spawner.; 
f ~ o i n  11orthervl Norw;~)~  whlch mainly are of northern origin and that 
of the northern cornpollent of tile reclult spawners from the west coast 
(fig.  13). Table 22 shows also that ~espectively the souther11 (S) a11d 
liorthern (N) c o ~ i ~ p o ~ l e ~ ~ t s  of the cl~ffere~lt groups, treated separately, 
agree rather well 111 the d~ffereilt areas as  regards the age at first 
spawnil~g . 
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Explanation of the Plates. 
PLATE I. 
Fig. I .  Scale from :In 1 %  years old young herri11g from nor t l~ern  
Norway with one )\northern* winter ring. Scale type N,. 
Fig. 2. Scale fro111 an 1 % yesrs old young herring from the we+! 
coast of Norway with one  s sou the^-^^(( winter r ing.  Scale type SL. 
PLATE 11. 
Flg. I .  Scaile From an 4% years old herring in the oceanic intermed~ale 
stage fronl the west coast of Nforway with two ))southern( 
coastal rings and two ))oceanic(( rings. Scale type S I 2 ,  
Fig. 2. Scale from an 7 years old spawning herring fro111 the west 
coast of Norway with two ~sou t i l i e rn~  coastal rings, two 
~ o c e a ~ l i c c  rings and two )>spawning. rings. Scale type S : , 2.  
PLATE ZIT. 
Fig. 1. Scale from an 4% years old herring it1 the oceallic inter- 
mediate stage from the west coast of Norway with three 
))northern(< coastal r i ~ i g s  and one )oceanic. ring. Scale 
type N s i I. 
Fig. 2. Scale fro111 a11 7 years old spawning herring fro111 the west 
coast of Norway with three )northern(( coastal rings, one 
.oceanic(( r ing  and two ))spawning(( rlngs. Scale type N 
+ ,. 
Fig. 1 and 2 Plate I horn 1-en (1929 11). 
Plates I1 2nd 111 original photos. 
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